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Executive summary 
 

The objective of the ECB/Ingenious project is to encourage young people’s interest in 
STEM careers by reinforcing links between schools and industries through science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education activities. In order to collect 
and analyse the practices and the policy actions being done or promoted in Europe in the 
frame of school-industry cooperation, and follow these in a permanent way, the WP2 team 
has designed a methodology for the Observatory of Practices. The Observatory has two 
key elements: 
 

1. To analyse the current situation in Europe concerning the cooperation between 
schools and industry to foster STEM education and careers.  

2. To provide permanent information about new practices of cooperation or new 
political decisions for such purposes. 
  

First of all, bibliographic research has been done in order to define the important factors to 
be considered when designing a practice or a policy action that really increases young 
people’s interest in STEM education and careers. Four factors have been found to be 
essential: 
 

A. Students’ engagement in the study of STEM in school; how much does a student 
feel engaged with STEM disciplines? 

B. Career information; what do students know about the variety of careers and jobs?  
C. Personal characteristics; how s/he feels inclined towards scientific or technological 

studies? 
D. Social perception of industry work related to STEM; how does society at large 

(including parents, friends, family, etc.) perceive and value work in an industry? 
 
Recognising that the Observatory methodology has two different perspectives, different 
steps must be taken when considering each of them. 
 

1. To collect and analyse practices of school-industry collaboration school-industry from 
the partners involved in the project:  

 
 Two questionnaires have been created and sent to ministries, local policy makers and 

industrialists involved in the ECB project in order to collect the mentioned data.  
 Two grids have been constructed to characterize and later analyse the policy actions 

and the practices that are being collected.  
 
Finally, and with all the collected data characterized, we will be able to select ‘good 
practices’ following a set of criteria. The criteria have been agreed taking into account the 
previous four factors and general science education considerations. Three different levels 
of criteria have been developed: 
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 General criteria: These criteria would refer to the sturdiness of the practices, i.e. the 
coherence of their design, the sustainability of them or the method to assure their 
quality. 

 STEM education criteria: At a second level, the analysed practices should fit the 
characteristics of a “good practice” from a STEM education point of view. Practices 
should be focused on the achievement of scientific competencies (OECD), should 
present contextualized activities and should promote critical thinking and creativity. 

 STEM career criteria: At a third level, if as we have defined, a “good practice” aims to 
address young Europeans’ interest in STEM education and careers, the practices 
should stress on one or more of the four considered factors influencing the career 
decision previously mentioned (A, B, C and D). 

 

Finally, we must consider the selection of transferable practices from those identified as 
“good practices”. In order to do that, three different levels of transferability have been 
considered depending on the immediacy with which they can be transferred:  

 
• Immediate: Practice could be transferred without major changes (only language 

being changed, ...) 
• Achievable: Even though some changes are needed, the broad body of the practice 

can be transferred. 
• Inspiring framework: The kind of initiative can be used to develop new practices. 

 
 

We note that in many cases and from the point of view of selection of practices to be 
transferred, the most valuable issue is the model and the specific school/industry 
partnership established e.g. a workshop with a particular purpose, visit with particular 
emphasis on role-modelling, some lesson prepared by an industry, etc. rather than about 
the particular details like the location, the audience or the specific STEM content of the 
practice.  
 
The initiative (i.e. overarching educational programme) which supports a practice defines 
the focus of the activity and the specific aim of the practice. Thus, the main interest of this 
exercise aiming to establish criteria of good practices is not that it allows assignment of a 
mark to each of the practices, but that it permits identification of the kind of currently 
possible initiatives which can better promote an increase of the number of students that 
choose STEM careers.  
 

2. To develop a permanent system for a repository containing a great number of initiatives 
carried out in Europe. 

 
 A database system will be jointly developed with the WP4 leader, bearing in mind the 

needs of both WPs and the templates already developed. 
 Grids will be made available online that can be filled for any school-industry 

cooperation 
 An evaluation or weighting system. In order to help evaluate each new practice that is 

described in the platform or made available, we could choose among different systems: 
 

 Automatic benchmarking 
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 Teacher volunteers  manually evaluating practices 

 Users’ ratings 
 
It was agreed to choose an automatic benchmarking in order to proceed with the 
evaluation in the following way. Let’s imagine a certain practice which is carried out in a 
certain place. The institution (industry or school) which carries it out fills in the details using 
the online grid. This practice will be catalogued according to its characteristics, and the 
criteria for good practices will be applied through the automatic benchmarking system. In 
order to design this automatic tool which will allow to catalogue new practices, we first 
need to finish the analysis that is currently being performed from the collected practices 
taking place in Europe. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Reminder of the context 

 

The ECB project will establish a pan-European observatory of practice in STEM 
school/business partnerships comprising monitoring tools to identify good practices and 
practices related to science careers, images of science, new science pedagogy, etc. 
 
The observatory of practice will comprise: 
 
 a repository of all policy actions at national and/or regional level that support and 

develop STEM school/business partnerships  
 a repository of individual practices identified at local level 
 a permanent system which will enable (on a real time basis) uploading of any new 

practices from local level 
 
The subsequent analysis of the data collected in the repositories will be the basis on which 
to develop the further steps: 

 
 a needs analysis conducted at national and European level 
 reviews of STEM research in the relevant countries 

 
 

1.2 Purpose and scope of the task  
 

The purpose of the task addressed in this deliverable is to develop the observatory 
methodology that is needed to collect policy actions and practices regarding STEM 
education in the context of school/Industry partnerships. The tools to be designed in order 
to create the observatory include: 
 
 A grid for collecting policy actions that support implementation of 

education/industry cooperation in the field of STEM. Building on the experience of 
the partners in exchanging policy information in the context of the EUN Insight Annual 
ICT in education policy reports, a grid will be developed to collect policy actions that 
aim to support the enhancement of pupils’ motivation for studying STEM. 

 A grid for collecting and characterizing the good practices. This grid will not only 
contain formal criteria (such as typology of practices, scope of the practice, target 
group, age range, type of partners involved...) but also address relevant issues for 
STEM education (such as curriculum integration, topic in science or technology, 
pedagogical approach, gender awareness, diversity of young people, their aspiration 
and perceptions, gender dimension, disadvantaged backgrounds and ethnic minorities 
groups, etc). 

 Criteria for selection of good practice. Based on the criteria developed in past 
projects (e.g. GRID 2, STELLA, INSPIRE, P2V) for assessing impact of STEM 
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activities on student motivation, combined with criteria to select transferable, innovative 
practice in ICT for education, and also criteria recent research has offered, a new set of 
criteria will be developed for teachers to apply at national level for the evaluation of 
STEM education initiatives with industrial partnership. 

 Elaboration, piloting and implementation of two questionnaires. Two 
questionnaires will be sent to: Ministries of Education to identify the different measures 
taken by policy makers; and to National Platforms and industries that will provide 
information on specific partnerships they have developed or are currently running. 
Each questionnaire will describe the initiatives that aim to increase students’ interest in 
studying MST subjects at primary and secondary levels of education through an 
industrial partnership. 

 Establishing a permanent system to regularly feed observatory of practice 
repository. The objective will be to set up a permanent system which will enable (on a 
real time basis) uploading of any new practices from the local level and selecting good 
practices in an on-going manner along the project. 

 
 

1.3 Impacts of the Deliverable 
 

Design of the Observatory Methodology and the instruments needed to collect and 
analyse policy actions and practices. The outcome of the Observatory Methodology will be 
used in the following ECB/Ingenious project steps: 
 
 To identify good and transferable practices on MST education with industrial 

cooperation already running at national level. 
 To collect examples of good practice based on commonly agreed criteria from 15 

countries. 
  To identify gaps in current school/business partnerships. 
 To encourage other schools and businesses to make known and share any action or 

initiative they have organized. 
 To propose additional research in the field and policy development 
 
 

1.4 ECB Project  
 

Review ‘milestones’ and ‘degree or level of achievements’  
 
The present document introduces the Observatory Methodology that will be used 
throughout the project:  

1. To analyse the current situation in Europe concerning the cooperation school-
industry to foster STEM education and careers.  

2. To provide permanent information about new practices of cooperation or new 
political decisions for such purposes.  

 
This deliverable also describes the design of the tools used to implement the Observatory 
including those already developed and those that are still under construction.  
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The deliverable provides the grids developed to collect policy actions and practices 
currently taking place in Europe and criteria for selection of good practices, taking into 
account previous projects and the experience and situation in 15 different countries, i.e. all 
the objectives set out in the Task 2.1 that were to be completed by month 6 have been 
already developed. Moreover, we have started task 2.2 (month 6 to month 24 in the DoW): 
the questionnaires to collect policy actions and practices have been elaborated, piloted 
and implemented and we are currently collecting the data. 
 
 
Review ‘Risk Analysis’ 
 
At present, the WP 2 team is waiting for the ECB partners to send information on the requested 
practices and policy actions (task 2.2). About 6 policy actions and 15 practices have already been 
collected, but we expect to receive much more data; according to the DoW, each partner has to 
provide at least 10 examples of both policies and practice. At present, the quantity of collected data 
is not sufficient to enable the project to carry out a reliable analysis of what is being done in 
Europe.   
 

The following steps are foreseen to recuperate additional data to meet the level required in 
the DoW: 
 
 UAB will issue further reminders to partners who did not yet provide any information, to 

be filled in using the web forms deployed by EUN 
 For partners who provided incomplete or non-standard data formats, UAB is planning 

with EUN on how to organise conference calls with relevant experts to ensure 
additional data is provided. 

 
A further risk centres on the needs analysis. The initial planning of UAB was to make 
online questionnaires for the needs analysis. However given the difficulty in obtaining 
standardised feedback to the existing questionnaires, the needs analysis methodology will 
be adjusted according the possibilities of the agents involved. When it makes sense, the 
information will be gathered via national workshops organised by the national platforms (if 
existing in the country), based on a specification provided by UAB. An additional EU level 
needs analysis workshop will be held organised jointly between EUN and UAB. 
 
 

1.5 Ethical Issues  
 
Ethical issues related to the ECB Project are detailed in deliverable D1.3 Yearly ethical 
review. 
 
 

1.6 IPR Issues  
 
The project will consider the possibility of licensing the development methodology under a 
Creative Commons license. 
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2. A EUROPEAN PROBLEM TO FACE 

 

2.1 Political demands of Human Resources in Science and 
Technology. The Lisbon strategy 

 
The Lisbon Special European Council held in 2000 had the objective of strengthening 
employment, economic reform and social cohesion as part of a knowledge-based 
economy strategy and established the bases of a strategy aimed at stimulating growth and 
creating more and better jobs, while making the economy greener and more innovative.  
 
The agreements of Lisbon 2000 followed by those reached in Barcelona 2002, set the 
strategic European goal: an increase in the average European GDP dedicated to research 
to 3% by 2010. In this context, knowledge is considered not only as becoming the main 
source of wealth for people, businesses and nations, but also the main source of 
inequalities between them. In other words, while knowledge is the key to increase 
competitiveness, it could also lead to a reduction in social cohesion and increasing 
economic disparity between regions, countries and continents. And since knowledge is the 
key resource, the human capital in which much of it is embodied takes on an ever-
increasing importance. A high level of R&D is crucial for future competitiveness, one of the 

key reasons being that it increases the 
capacity of a country to absorb new 
technologies. 
 

The Barcelona 2002 target of increasing 
investment in R&D and innovation in the 
EU from the level of 1,9% to 3% of GDP 
had important implications for the 
percentage of human resources 
engaged in science-related careers. 
Actually, by 2020, it is predicted that 
there will be around 20 million high-
skilled jobs and 30 million medium-
skilled jobs in Europe. It was anticipated 
that strengthening links between 
research institutes, universities and 
businesses and at the same time, 
spending on research and development 
in the EU, would bring Europe into line 
and enable it to match international 
competitors. In addition, it was thought 
that stimulating young people’s taste for 
science-and-technology careers would 
help Europe attain such a target.  
 
Once these goals were established, EU 
efforts were focussed on achieving Figure 1.1 HRST by occupation, 2009 (Eurostat, 

2010) 
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them and in March 2003, the European Council again asserted that, “investing in human 
capital is a prerequisite for the promotion of European competitiveness, for achieving high 
rates in growth and employment and moving to a knowledge-based economy” (Council, 
2003). Likewise, in April 2004 the High-level expert group of the European Commission 
presented recommendations on increasing Europe's human resources for STEM. Under 
the EU blueprint action, “Europe needs more scientists” (EC, 2004) it was also recognised 
that innovation in the knowledge-based economy depended upon having a large pool of 
Human resources in science and technology occupations (HRSTO).  
 
According to Eurostat (Eurostat, 2010), in 2009 almost 62 million people In the EU were 
employed in science and technology occupations. This was almost one-third of the total 
employed population. In total in the EU, the ‘professionals’ and the ‘technicians’ each 
made up around half of the persons employed in Human resources in Science and 
Technology (HRST) occupations in 2009, with 48 % and 52 % respectively. However, 
there were large differences between Member States. 
 
If we observe the distribution of human resources employed in the EU and selected 
countries in STEM according to their type of occupation, aged 25-64 in 2009, we realise 
that, Ireland, with 73 %, reported by far the highest share of highly-qualified professionals 
amongst its employed HRST. Other Member States with more than 60 % professionals 
were Belgium (65 %), Greece (65 %), Luxembourg (61 % in 2008) and Lithuania (60 %).  
 
In 2010, according Eurostat statistics, HRST as a share of the economically active 
population in the age group 25-64 is shown below in Fig. 1.2. This indicator gives the 
percentage of the total labour force in the age group 25-64, which is classified as HRST, 
i.e. having either successfully completed education at the third level in an S&T field of 
study or is employed in an occupation where such an education is normally required. We 
can appreciate big differences among countries, a wide range between Denmark, for 
example, where more than the 50% of population is classified as HRST and Portugal with 
a percentage lower than 25%. 
 
In 2003, the High Level Group on Increasing Human Resources for Science and 
Technology in Europe Report warned that new human resources for STEM will not be 
attracted at the required level unless governments translate their political goals urgently 
into new research jobs and better career perspectives. 
 
But we are still a long way from achieving the Lisbon target to increase the proportion of 
European GDP invested in research and development. This is partly due to the global 
economic crisis and partly because many of the underlying conditions related to this 
challenge could not be changed. Accordingly, many more people working in STEM will still 
be required.  Figure 1.3 shows the GDR on R&D at 2008 and its comparison with the 
Lisbon objective.  
 
In this context, the EU decided that national and regional programmes for the period 2007-
2013 have to be particularly targeted on investments related to increasing the number of 
STEM professionals. 
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In this context, if a high level of R&D is needed to improve Europe’s future 
competitiveness, and innovation in the knowledge-based economy depends upon having a 
large pool of Human resources in Science and Technology occupations, then the fact that 
new human resources for STEM are not attracted at the required level is clearly a problem. 
Thus, it seems necessary to tackle soon this situation so that the political demands of 
HRST will be satisfied, and one of the strategies to achieve this could be joining efforts 
from governments and the industrial and educational communities. 
 

2.2 Factors influencing the achievement of Lisbon goals. 
Positive or negative balance?  

 

Even where European governments decided to achieve the Lisbon objectives, there are a 
number of factors that seriously affect if they are able to reach the agreed targets. The 

Figure 1.2 GDR on R&D (Eurostat, 2010) 
 

Figure 1.3 Human resources in science and technology (HRST) as a share of the 
economically active population (Eurostat, 2010) 
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European Round Table of Industrialists (ERT) has been at the forefront of addressing the 
perceived challenges and prepared a report in order to assess how business role can help 
to address the roadblocks that threaten Europe’s future prosperity (ERT, 2009). With this 
report, the ERT together with European Schoolnet, established the basis for the creation of 
the European Coordinating Body. 
 
In the previously mentioned report the statistical data regarding the factors influencing the 
achievement of Lisbon goals was analysed. This analysis can be summarized as follows: 
 

2.2.1 Demographic change   
 
Europe is facing an enormous demographic challenge, with the total population of 18 year 
olds within the European Union (EU27) expected to decrease by 22% from 1993 to 2020. 
Between 1993 and 2008 this is a 9% decrease and the projected change from 2008 to 
2020 is a further 14% decrease. Declining birth rates and longer life expectancy are 
creating large shifts in the demographic composition of the EU. 
 
Although there are large national variations, most of the analysed countries expect a 
significant decrease (>3%) in the total population of 18 years old from 2008 to 2020. 
Within Europe, only Ireland can expect a significant increase of >3% and the Netherlands 
and France can expect insignificant changes of <3%. 
 
 

2.2.2 Increasing educational attainment  
 
During the last decade, Europe has been very successful in elevating educational 
attainment in both the Upper Secondary School and tertiary education levels. Some 
countries, such as Poland, have significantly increased the number of tertiary graduates 
from 1998 to 2006.  
 
Globally, the number of students (data expressed in absolute numbers) in Europe that are 
graduating from tertiary education in STEM subjects has increased in recent years. The 
increase in the total number of graduates in STEM by 15% from 2000 to 2010 has 
surpassed the EU Lisbon Agenda objectives due to considerable increases in access to 
education.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Number of graduates from 
mathematics, science and 

technology tertiary education 

Relative share of students enrolled in mathematics, 
science, computing, engineering, manufacturing 
and construction tertiary education among the 
total population of tertiary students in Europe 

Figure 1.4 Graduates on STEM tertiary studies and relative share of students 
enrolled in STEM tertiary studies. (ERT, 2009) 
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But, as we can see in the figures above, the relative share of students enrolled in STEM 
tertiary education has decreased during these period. These results are discussed below. 
 
 

2.2.3 Falling numbers of students selecting STEM subjects 

 

Figure 1.4 from ERT (2009) shows that there is a very negative trend in the choice of 
STEM education. The country profiles are very different but data shows that France, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom are the worst of the analysed 
countries in Europe, whereas Finland and Poland show positive trends, with an increasing 
supply of human resources in STEM becoming available to the labour market. 
 
If we leave aside the impact of demography and educational attainment and assess the 
choice of STEM subjects in relation to the total student population, this reveals a 10.8% 
proportional decrease in STEM graduates from 1998 to 2006. With this decrease, a 
smaller proportion of students graduating with STEM competence will arrive in the labour 
market. 
  
Facing this situation, we can wonder if a higher number of graduates is actually necessary 
or if perhaps the demand of HRST will not increase.  
 
As we have seen in the first section, STEM plays a key role in developing adequate 
Research & Development (R&D) capacity in Europe, ensuring economic and productivity 
growth, and in supporting other areas that are a key to Europe’s future competitive 
position. Following the ERT 2009, the European Commission studies reveal that Europe 
needs more technology literate, high skilled people to push back the frontiers of 
technology and drive innovation forward. While the current economic crisis illustrates the 
complexity in predicting future labour market requirements for STEM, with more than 50% 
of the European workforce working at a computer, there should be no doubt about the 
importance of basic STEM competences being absolutely necessary for the entire 
workforce in the future. Indeed, it is expected that jobs of the future will require higher 
skills. By 2020, it is predicted that there will be around 20 million high-skilled jobs and 30 
million medium-skilled jobs in Europe. 
 
The OECD came to the same conclusion in its report “Encouraging Student Interest in 
Science and Technology Studies” of 2008: “Although absolute numbers of S&T students 
have been rising as access to higher levels of education, the relative share of S&T 
students among the overall student population has been falling” (OECD, 2008). This 
OECD report points out that encouraging interest in S&T studies requires action to tackle a 
host of issues inside and outside the education system, ranging from teacher training and 
curriculum design to improving the image of S&T careers. Numerous examples of national 
initiatives are used to complement the analyses to derive a set of practical 
recommendations. 
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2.2.4 Gender imbalance among graduates in STEM 

 

The share of female STEM graduates shows the level of gender balance. Bulgaria and 
Estonia, have the highest share of female graduates (>40%) while the biggest increases (> 
5 percentage points) since 2000 have been in Estonia, Cyprus, Hungary and Slovakia. At 
EU level the female share of STEM graduates increased slightly, from 30.7 % in 2000 to 
31.6% in 2006. 
 
Since there was little change in the share of female STEM students over the period 2000-
2006, no significant improvements in the gender balance in STEM graduates (who will be 
drawn from these students) are likely in the next few years. However, the share of women 
amongst STEM students is lower than amongst STEM graduates, implying a lower dropout 
rate for women. Moreover there are considerable differences within countries between the 
shares of female STEM students and of female STEM graduates, implying differences in 
dropout rates also between countries. 
 
In any case, the share of female STEM students has hardly changed since 2000 (EU-27: 
2000: 29.6%, 2006: 29.8%). 
 
Gender imbalance is especially pronounced in engineering (18% female graduates) and 
computing (20%) and, to a lesser extent, in architecture and building (36%), whereas in 
mathematics and statistics there is gender balance since 2000. On the other hand, in the 
field of life sciences women clearly predominate (62%). 
 
While males predominate in STEM, it should be added that there is an imbalance in favour 
of women in the student population as a whole (in 2006, 55% of tertiary students in the EU 
were female, who thus outnumbered men by 1.9 million). This imbalance is even more 
pronounced among graduates – 56.7% of graduates in EU-27 were female in 2000 and 
their share increased further to 58.9% in 2006. The high share of women in other fields 
shows that there is also a clear potential to increase the female share in STEM. 
 

All the previous statistics show that, even though multiple efforts have been done during 
the last decade in order to increase young people’s interest in STEM careers, the large 
shifts in the demographic composition of the EU as well as the falling numbers of students 
selecting STEM careers indicate that additional efforts need to be done. As stated in the 
OECD report, this situation requires action inside and outside the education system, and in 
this context, it would be helpful to strengthen industry/school partnerships. 
 
 

2.3 The declining proportion of STEM graduates: industry 
concerns 

 

In October 2008 the European Round Table of Industrialists (ERT), in its Conference 
“Inspiring the next generation” aimed to discuss how to harness the potential of STEM to 
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drive Innovation and Competitiveness in Europe, voiced concern over the proportionate 
decline in the number of STEM graduates and strongly believe that this issue must be 
tackled at a European Union level.  
They say: Europe needs more technology-driven highly skilled people to push back the 
frontiers of technology and drive innovation forward. With more than 50% of the European 
workforce now working at a computer, there should be no doubt about the importance of 
basic STEM competences being absolutely necessary for the entire workforce in the 
future. Indeed, it is expected that jobs in the future will require higher skills. As mentioned 
before, an increase in high and medium skilled jobs is predicted by 2020 in Europe.  
 
This expectation contrasts very much with the view of young people. We can easily 
ascertain that very young pupils already have negative stereotypes of scientists, 
engineers, researchers, etc (Becker, 2010). It is usually attributed to the lack of role 
models and lack of information about the careers of STEM. Bearing in mind that the world 
of work today is very different from what it was a few years ago, such changes should be 
understood and explained to young people and educational agents so that together they 
can better plan their careers. Concerned by this situation, ERT together with European 
Schoolnet, promoted the ECB project. 
 
 

2.4 Diversity of initiatives promoting the quality and the 
innovation of STEM education at school 

 

Considering the above factors, different initiatives could be envisaged with the objective of 
encouraging young people to take up STEM careers. The complexity of the problem 
should be tackled through the joint action of different stakeholders. OECD (2008) stated 
that, “A network of stakeholders (linking educational resource centres, the business 
community, science and technology education specialists, and student and teacher 
communities), should be established to share information on best practises between 
countries and the various communities involved.” 
 
For many years different institutions (research or industrial laboratories, science teacher 
education groups) have undertaken initiatives at local level and at times with impressive 
results. However, they frequently tend to be difficult to maintain as funding may not persist 
and the commitment of the individuals involved may wane over time. A large number of 
projects and initiatives targeting an increased interest in STEM education and careers 
exist throughout Europe. European Schoolnet and many ECB partners have been involved 
in different large-scale European projects addressed to prepare good and innovative 
school practices and that have come out with compelling conclusions: 

 
 The PENCIL2 project (Permanent European Resource Centre for Informal Learning) 

aimed to combine field programmes and academic research identifying ways to 
transform informal science activities into innovative quality tools for science 
teaching. In this way, agents from different work sectors collaborated to design new 
ways to conduct science teaching. The research performed came up with criteria for 

                                                      
2
 Based on the information in the official website: http://www.xplora.org/ww/en/pub/xplora/nucleus_home/pencil.htm 
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quality and innovation, such as the need to include an evaluation exercise when 
designing educational projects or the necessity of creating sustainable initiatives. 
Moreover, issues about the social inclusion and gender equity were also addressed 
by the project.  

 The GRID3 project has the objective of creating a network for the exchange of good 
practice in the field of science teaching in Europe, at the level of decision makers 
and of schools directly involved in innovation and experimentation in the broad area 
of science education (including technology and mathematics). It aims to identify 
innovative projects, but it relies on individuals involved in these projects detailing 
the innovative projects involved. The conclusions obtained during its performance 
again stress the necessity that an evaluation forms an integral part of the practices 
designed and also highlights the promotion of initiatives for specific disadvantaged 
groups. 

 The main objective of the MATERIAL SCIENCE4 project includes the development 
of a mechanism for focusing the combined collaborative efforts of experienced 
science education researchers and science teachers in using established principles 
and knowledge in order to solve teaching-learning problems in specific domains. At 
the same time, it has undertaken to identify the attributes that distinguish successful 
efforts to develop innovative modules of research-based teaching materials in a 
way that these can be implemented independently of the systemic, cultural, 
organizational and language barriers that generally impede transfer of educational 
programs from one educational system to another. These critical attributes have 
been coded into a set of curriculum development guidelines for science learning. In 
addition, the outcomes of the work of the expert group includes a set of specific 
recommendations for successful transfer of examples of successful teaching 
practice from one educational setting to another. 

 The project TRACES 5  investigates the factors contributing to the gap between 
science education research and actual teaching practice, and identifies innovative 
policies in science education that can contribute to filling this gap. Actually a 
number of findings from research into science education are now well known and 
broadly accepted, for example: the benefits of inquiry-based learning and learning 
by doing; the social dimension of learning; the need for active learning; and the 
existence of various learning styles based on individual, cultural and gender-related 
factors. Another well-known fact is that there is a deep gap between such findings 
and actual practice in the field. When identifying effective methodologies for science 
education, much research effort has been put into looking at student learning 
while little attention has been paid to the barriers impeding fruitful collaboration 
between teachers and researchers in schools. 

 The STTIS 6  project addresses the contribution of scientific and technological 
education to the mastery of technical devices and to the learning of different 

symbolic languages for communication. This means new approaches in some 

scientific and technological contents and an emphasis on some old and new skills. 

                                                      
3
 Based on the information in the official website: http://www.grid-network.eu/ 

4
 Based on the information in the official website: http://lsg.ucy.ac.cy/MaterialsScience/ 

5
 Based on the information in the oficial website: http://www.traces-project.eu/ 

6
 Based on the information in the official website : http://www.crecim.cat/projectes/websttis/index.html 
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The above mentioned European projects and many more not listed above, have 
contributed to our knowledge in the field of STEM education and the guidelines that have 
already been established will certainly be useful to the ECB/InGenious project.  
Moreover, there are number of initiatives, large-scale or small-scale, supported by 
companies or Foundations and with strong cooperation between businesses, education 
and government. However, they are usually at national level and not at European level and 
largely depend on the commitment of individuals or small groups of enthusiasts. According 
to the German Project, MoMoTech, aimed at evaluating current activities and determining 
indicators for good practice, there are over 1,000 such initiatives in Germany alone 
(MoMoTech database). Our intention in the ECB/Ingenious project is to gather information 
on relevant practices taken forward by the 27 project partners and to establish and sustain 
a repository for collecting new practices. 
 

2.4.1 Efficiency of the initiatives according their purposes 
 
Although there is currently and has been a great deal of practice designed with the best 
intentions, not all of them can be considered satisfactory. At European level, some 
activities such as the European Science Week, Science on Stage or Science Festivals 
have received much attention and support now coordinated by (EUSCEA) European 
Science Events European Association. Both of these activities have sought to convey the 
(somewhat naÏve) message that science is fun. The premise that science is fun, as a core 
feature of such initiatives, is intended to remedy to the perception that school science is 
boring and it is, therefore, necessary to make it exciting, glamorous, spectacular and 
intriguing. Even though no scientist would argue with this premise, such kind of slogan can 
often be heard.  
 
The experience of WP2 team through a long time of working with schools, teachers and 
pupils that such initiatives tend to present a very distorted view of science that may 
temporarily make some children enthusiastic. However, it soon drives those same children 
to disappointment and desperation when they discover that science also requires 
persistence and perseverance; science is not just fun and it certainly is not always fun. In 
contrast, WP2 team believe that science communication is more effective when it takes 
the necessary care to generate meaning; we believe that science is exciting because it is 
meaningful and not that science is meaningful because it is exciting… We believe that, this 
way, children will not be fooled into science related careers. Initiatives that inspire children 
to do science and thereby gain positive experiences out of personal engagement with 
science have more chance of succeeding than those focused just on make science fun 
(Constantinou, 2008). 
 
At both European and international levels there is also a longstanding tradition of science 
related competitions such as the various Olympiads or the European Young Investigator 
Awards. Such initiatives, although valuable in their own right, tend to cater to the interests 
of the students who have usually long chosen to follow science-related careers. 
Based on existing evidence, there is a very clear case that the role of schools in nurturing 
children’s and future citizens’ interest as well as people’s awareness of the role of science 
in society, needs to be enhanced. In many educational systems, science and technology 
teaching begins at the end of primary school, well after attitudes towards science have 
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been formed and are sometimes deeply ingrained. Despite longstanding efforts, teaching 
methods remain very resistant to change and are too often prone to be seen as attempts 
to indoctrinate rather than inspire students into science and technology. Innovation in 
science curricula has also been slowly incorporated in many countries. As a result, science 
and technology in schools still remains distant from issues of contemporary interest, from 
social expectations, including the needs of industry and other employers, and from the way 
science is done, in authentic contexts, as a process of inquiry aimed at the development of 
problem solving and predictive capabilities. 
 
Similar things can be applied to Technology as a separate curriculum subject in those 
countries where it exists. In some countries Technology education means simply teaching 
and learning with computers. Here, we understand Technology education in a larger 
perspective. Over the last decade, in many countries Technology education has shifted 
from pursuing job-specific skills (e.g., type case sorting, welding or automotive repair) to 
pursuing more abstract underlying technological or scientific concepts so that relevant 
skills and knowledge can be transferred in new contexts (Perkins, 1988). We should no 
longer envisage the courses as mainly the Design projects with long periods of time spent 
in construction. Technology, as subject matter, at present, places the technological objects 
or the technological projects in the context of their cultural development and as solutions to 
human problems. 
 
Therefore, support should be given to all kind of initiatives promoted in different locations, 
but it is also necessary to analyse the pedagogical approaches used and the conception of 
science that they convey in order not to waste efforts and money unnecessarily. That is 
the reason why practices currently being done should be analysed and, would be the case, 
changes should be suggested. 
 
 

2.5 Initiatives of School/Industry Partnership in the field of 
STEM  

 
Among the diversity of initiatives intended to promote the quality and the innovation of 
STEM education at school, we are specifically interested in those focused on school-
industry cooperation. 
 
One way that can help to increase the interest in STEM careers is the establishing of 
partnerships between schools and industry that bring students into close contact with a 
variety of professionals (engineers, technicians and scientists).  
 
But what is meant when talking about partnership? According to Kisner, Mazza and Ligget 
(1997) "A partnership is a continued cooperative effort or agreement to collaborate to 
generate ideas or to pool resources for a mutually acceptable set of purposes." 
 
The European Commission, in its communication “Integrated guidelines for growth and 
jobs (2008-2010)” (EC, 2007) paragraph 3 of Guideline 14, refers to the necessity of 
Member States to encourage enterprises in developing their corporate social 
responsibility. Later on the same guidelines highlights the necessity of encouraging 
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students to become entrepreneurs by means of industry-school partnerships: “Europe 
needs to foster its entrepreneurial drive more effectively and it needs more new firms 
willing to embark on creative or innovative ventures. Learning about entrepreneurship 
through all forms of education and training should be supported and relevant skills 
provided. The entrepreneurship dimension should be integrated in the long life learning 
process from school. Partnerships with companies should be encouraged.”  
 
Related to the partnership experiences and the possible good practices between school 
and industry, the ERT (European Round Table) emphasizes in its Mathematics, Science 
&Technology Education Report - The Case for a European Coordinating Body that 
partnerships do not always result in good developments or favouring networks. Although 
some partnerships exist at the university level, business is not used to getting involved in 
primary and secondary schools. And whilst senior management is often involved, there is 
a lack of middle management interest. The presence of business in education is 
considered by some with suspicion, and in some cultures is even rejected. (ERT 2009, pp 
14) 
 
We find some authors that establish certain relationships between vocation and 
curriculum. According to Iredale (1996), over the years greater stress has been placed in 
the UK upon industry links and the work-related curriculum in schools with the emphasis 
moving away from aspects that are purely vocational. More importantly, this area of work 
is seen as providing a focus for the encouragement of knowledge and understanding of 
business and industry, as well as how they operate. More recently there has been a move 
to encourage partnerships between education and industry. This feature has become 
common, not only in the UK, but in a number of other countries in the West which are 
experiencing the effects of post-industrialism. 
 
Iredale (1996) goes on to explain that partnerships between schools and industry provide 
a wide range of possibilities that go beyond the mere contact between two worlds, the 
educational one and the productive one. “The vision of the future for many educationalists, 
industrialists and politicians is a partnership between education and industry that will 
promote a wide range of experiences that will equip young people with the 'opportunities, 
responsibilities and experiences of adult life’ [...] Those who support the industry/education 
movement believe that closer links between education and industry bring general benefits 
to both parties. It is suggested that students and teachers profit through gaining an insight 
into the world of work, learning through first-hand experience about the needs of industry 
and how it works.” 
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3. CAREER DECISIONS: WHICH FACTORS 
INFLUENCE CAREER CHOICES AND HOW DO 
PEOPLE MAKE CAREER DECISIONS?  

 
The attractiveness of Science and Technology in the school does not mean that students 
decide to work in this area and to orient their career in this field. If we try to influence 
career decisions, we have to take into account how the process of choosing a career is 
developed. The social needs of having more STEM graduates working in industries do not 
automatically correspond to the adolescents’ needs. At present, the British project 
ASPIRES from King’s College aims to investigate factors influencing educational choices 
among 10 to 14-year-old children, with particular interest in the influence of peers, parents, 
gender, social class and ethnicity on choices. Its results will be accessible in 2013. 
Meanwhile, we have to rely on results of previous research studies and the experiences of 
career counsellors.  
 
Some studies highlight that, today’s youth will not make their choices simply because it is 
good for European competitiveness or because they may earn a good salary. They are 
more interested in who they will be rather than what they will do. Following Fouad (2005), 
Gago (2004), Lent, Brown & Hackettt (1994), Singha & Greenhaus (2004), Becker (2010), 
the study by ERT (2009) or the study by UPC (2008) among many others, we can analyse 
the students’ reasons for not opting to STEM careers. The perspective is that, only by 
identifying potentially valid reasons for the lack of interest in STEM will it be possible to 
change, not just some “misguided” perceptions among the younger generation, but also to 
make viable recommendations for necessary changes in society. Normally, it is assumed 
that young people shy away from “tough majors” or make irrational choices, based on an 
absence of information but (Becker, 2009) insists on the idea that young people do not 
shun engineering careers just due to laziness or ignorance. “Society and the business 
world send a host of psychological and financial signals that contradict their extravagant 
claims to foster science and technology. A relatively unattractive school and university 
curriculum that repels young women in particular is a further factor. To a large extent, the 
universally observable trend away from STEM is due to rational decisions, determined by 
the “boundary conditions” set by society itself.” 
 
Sociologists and psychologists have intervened in the debate about factors influencing 
work choices and helping individuals effectively make career decisions. Being 
psychologists interested in the conditions that influence individual actions, the 
psychological studies of career choice give primary emphasis to the personality 
characteristics that predispose an individual to seek a career of a given type.  
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3.1 Theoretical Elements 

 

Three main theoretical models (Holland’s model, Super’s model and the social cognitive 
career theories) elaborated from the psychological field, can be applied for guiding the 
promotion of the STEM careers. 
 
 

3.1.1 Holland’s model and matching the job requirements with 
personality characteristics 

 
According to Holland (1985), people tend to choose a career that reflects their personality 
type. He stipulates that six personality traits lead people to choose their career paths. 
Individuals may be described by one or a combination of six interest themes [realistic, 
investigative, artistic, social, enterprising and conventional (RIASEC)]; each theme 
captures some aspect. According to his theory, the job satisfaction depends on how well 
an individual’s interests, skills/abilities, and values correspond to activities, tasks, and 

responsibilities at work. He suggests that the closer 
the match of personality to job, the greater the 
satisfaction.  
That is, for career decision-making, Holland's theory 
places emphasis on the accuracy of self-knowledge 
and career information. 
Holland’s work has been and still is well used in 
vocational counselling, since it allows students to 
realize about their personal characteristics which 
could match those being relevant in STEM careers. 
However we cannot adopt completely this model 
because we attempt to develop a proclivity towards 
STEM careers and Holland’s theory is based too 

much on static personality traits.  

 

3.1.2 Self-concept and Donald Super 
 
It has been the work of Donald Super that is a better match for the goals we envisage for 
ECB. Super’s decisive contribution to the field of vocational psychology come from the 
dynamic idea that career and occupational choices are actually developed through 
childhood and that it is possible to formalize stages and developmental tasks over the life 
span. He suggests that from birth to 14 or 15 years, people form self-concept (how you 
think of yourself), develop capacity, attitudes, interests, and needs, and form a general 
understanding of the world of work. 
 
Vocational decisions made are consistent with self-concept: “vocational self-concept 
develops through physical and mental growth, observations of work, identification with 
working adults, general environment, and general experiences.... As experiences become 
broader in relation to awareness of world of work, the more sophisticated vocational self-

Figure 1.5 Holland’s model about personality 
characteristics in the context of job 
requirements 
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concept is formed.” (Zunker,1994, p.30). Role-playing facilitates development of vocational 
self-concept since it is solidified with the reality testing.  
 
Revising and updating Super’s theory, Savickas (2005) constructed a theory that 
concentrates on what individuals can become in doing work, not what they are before they 
go to work. “Self-concepts develop through the interaction of inherited aptitudes, physical 
makeup, opportunities to observe and play various roles…, and evaluation of the extent to 
which the results of role playing meet with the approval [of others, as peers]” (Savickas 
2005, p. 46). 
 
The initiatives and policy actions that we attempt to collect in the ECB project by means of 
the Observatory Methodology are those focused on particular aims that, following the 
bibliographic research, we can assume help to consolidate vocations. Thus, and according 
to Super’s model, this would be the case of the initiatives that include role-playing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1.3 Bandura and the power of self-efficacy beliefs 

 

Cognitive theories, built around how individuals process, integrate and react to information, 
have contributed significantly to the theories of 
career development. The view of Bandura is that 
personal factors, environmental factors and 
behaviour are intrinsically linked. It is postulated 
that the ways in which individuals’ process 
information are determined by their cognitive 
structures and these structures influence how 
individuals see themselves, others and the 
environment.  
 
People can learn by watching what others do, 
and “learning will most likely occur if there is a 
close identification between the observer and 

the model and if the observer also has a good deal of self-efficacy.”  
 
Identification allows the observer to feel a one-to-one connection with the individual being 
imitated and will be more likely to achieve those imitations if the observer feels that they 
have the ability to follow through with the imitated action. Perceived self-efficacy is 
understood as people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of 
performance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives. Self-efficacy beliefs 
determine how people feel, think, motivate themselves and behave. 
 
People readily undertake challenging activities and select situations they judge themselves 
capable of handling and avoid activities and situations they believe exceed their coping 

Figure 1.6 Albert Bandura’s theory triangle 
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capabilities. The stronger the perceived self-efficacy, the higher the goal challenges 
people set for themselves and the firmer is their commitment to them. People with high 
assurance in their capabilities approach difficult tasks as challenges to be mastered rather 
than as threats to be avoided. 
 
Career choice is a result of the power of self-efficacy beliefs. The higher the level of 
people's perceived self-efficacy, the wider the range of career options they seriously 
consider, the greater their interest in them, and the better they prepare themselves 
educationally for the occupational pursuits they choose and, consequently, the greater is 
their success.  
 
Therefore, initiatives of partnership between industry and school that help to increase the 
motivation and self-efficacy beliefs of the students can help to steer them towards STEM 
jobs. Partnerships including peer tutoring or role models, therefore, will be positively 
considered in the Criteria of good practices (see below the STEM career education criteria 
in the section Criteria of Good practices) since they can help students in this sense.  
 
Over and above the personal factors mentioned until now, the context in which individuals 
develop, and the influence of that context on their career decisions has been analysed 
over many decades. Men and women have different interests, socialization patterns, and 
societal expectations; women and racial/ethnic minorities have different career 
expectations and perceptions of barriers (Fouad, and Byars-Winston, 2005) and are not 
equally distributed across occupational areas (U.S. Census Bureau 2005). The influence 
of gender expectations, sexism, homophobia, classism, racism, and racial discrimination 
has a long and pervasive effect on opportunities for individuals, influencing their career 
histories and decision (Fouad, 2007). 
 
 

3.1.4 Gender issues: the perception of girls 

 

One way of reaching the aim to make the European Union a competitive and dynamic 
knowledge-based economy is to extend the representativeness of females in STEM 
employment by developing more favourable conditions for women.  
 
There is a persistently low participation of girls in technical education & training, especially 
in the disciplines of mechanical engineering, IT and electronics (Fouad, 2007). Previous 
research and practical experience has attributed reasons for this low participation to the 
perceptions girls have of technology and technical based jobs. Girls also consider 
education in these subjects to be dull and disinteresting. Perceptions such as these are 
important as they ultimately influence career choice, reducing the proportion of girls willing 
to choose engineering education and work especially in these industry sectors. Moreover, 
there is a real lack of female role models in this area, with girls seeing role models being 
more in humanities and teaching, especially at primary school and secondary school level. 
Actually, “gender influences career development from the very beginning, as girls and 
boys continue to have aspirations for careers that are gender stereotypic” (Fouad, 2007). 
Although the perception that some jobs should be performed only by one gender 
decreases over time for females, they continue to want to pursue female-appropriate jobs 
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(Miller & Budd, 1999). High school students are more likely to focus their career 
aspirations on gender-traditional expectations (Armstrong, 2000) and when girls have high 
school aspirations of a non-traditional career, they are less likely to persist in that choice 
(Farmer et al. 1995, Mau 2003).  
 
If we want to widen the potential to recruit girls to work on S&T jobs we have to ensure that 
their interest in mathematics, science and technology is awakened early enough and 
maintained through secondary education. Industry, educational institutions and 
professional engineering organisations should join forces to tackle this challenge (Putila, 
2004). 
 
 

3.1.5 Social influence among peers 

 

According to Bandura’s cognitive theory, peers serve several important functions since it is 
in peer relationships that youth broaden self-knowledge of their capabilities. Those who 
are the most experienced and competent provide models of efficacious styles of thinking 
and behaviour. Same age-mates provide highly informative comparisons for judging and 
verifying one's self-efficacy. 
It has to be taken into account that children’s career aspirations appear to be shaped by 
parents’ perceptions of their child’s potential and the teachers’ assessment of a pupils’. 
These factors influence children’s academic development and their level of aspirations and 
expectations (Bandura, 2001).  
Actions addressed to parents and teachers to better understand the role and work of 
scientists and engineers compared with the capabilities of their children/students can be 
appropriate in the above perspective. Industries offering occasions to make students, and 
their environment, aware of their possibilities to work in them also could be an incentive to 
students These kinds of activities would be thus encouraged for the purposes of the ECB 
project 
We know that the self-identification among peers incites that experiences and ideas from a 
single member wish to be replicated or shared for the other member that is felt truthful and 
reliable. Taking benefit of this circumstance the promotion of actions of networking among 
older students engaged in STEM careers can be considered beneficial.  
 
 

3.2 Categorising the factors influencing career choice 
 

From the above explanations concerning how students choose careers, based on the 
experience of career counsellors and studies from the fields of Psychology and Sociology, 
we select, summarise and classify four key factors that impact on the development of the 
Observatory methodology and that will make it easier to analyse and use the Grids. 
 

A. Students’ engagement in the study of STEM in school  
B. Career information  
C. Personal characteristics  
D. Social perception of the industry work related to STEM 
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These four factors are developed in this section, bearing in mind existing knowledge about 
how career decisions are made and how these relate to the school/Industry partnership 
initiatives that we are intending to collect.  
 
 

3.2.1 How to improve the engagement in the study of STEM in the 
school? Factor A 

 

When talking about career decisions, many studies refer to how much a student feels 
engaged with STEM disciplines. Even though this factor is not the only one affecting the f 
choice of a career, it is important to be considered as an influencing factor.  
 
Different research studies show that a curriculum driving to a good preparation in STEM 
subjects is important to guarantee students’ engagement in these studies (Gago 2004, 
Fouad 2007). This curriculum must be focused on the achievement of scientific 
competencies (OECD) understood as the capacity to identifying scientific issues and carry 
out scientific investigations, explaining phenomena scientifically, interpreting phenomena, 
or applying knowledge and using scientific evidence to make and communicate 
conclusions. 
 
Another important point to be considered is the contextualization of this curriculum, 
including the analysis of real phenomena and/or technical reality (e.g. everyday objects 
produced in industries, technological processes and industrial projects). 
 
Finally, the pedagogical approaches are also relevant. These approaches have to be 
stimulating such as inquiry and critical thinking (questioning, work and debates in teams, 
etc.), modelling of scientific main ideas and fostering creativity with open-ended questions, 
or similar.  
 
As mentioned before, although important, this factor is not the only one influencing 
students in their career choice. We could wonder, for example, if being motivated to study 
mathematics is a sufficient basis in order to choose to become a mathematician or 
engineer. For these reason, three other factors are revealed as having a strong bearing on 
the final decision about future careers. These factors are discussed below. 
 
 

3.2.2 Career information. Factor B 

 

What each student knows about the variety of careers is key to understanding their final 
decision regarding their future profession. It is noteworthy that students currently lack 
knowledge or understanding of their parents' jobs which are undoubtedly more complex 
that jobs that existed 100 years ago (Ford, 2006). For this reason, access to the 
information about the types of jobs in the industry is necessary.  
 
There are several ways to learn about jobs. This knowledge can be shared trough the 
figure of the careers counsellor or through teachers and school counsellors.  
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But this information can also be obtained by watching what others do when working, 
understanding the real tasks that they do and the real context in which each professional 
works. In these cases, such learning will most likely occur if there is a close identification 
between the observer and the model (role-model exercises). 
 
 

3.2.3 Personal characteristics. Factor C  

 

As previously highlighted, one of the first questions that students face when choosing their 
professional career is: Is this career appropriate for me? 
 
The answer to this question is related to the matching of individual interests with the career 
characteristics, that is how well the individual’s interests, skills, abilities and values 
correspond to activities, tasks, and responsibilities at this work. 
 
In this situation, people tend to choose a career that reflects their interests: the closer the 
match of personality to job, the greater the personal satisfaction. 
 
Identification with the professional or how much each student feels that s/he can identify 
with certain jobs.  Role-playing activities can facilitate the development of vocational self-
concept and reality testing solidifies vocational self-concept. 
Finally, perceived self-efficacy is also an important factor influencing students, 
understanding strong self-efficacy of the student as a student’s beliefs about his or her 
capabilities to produce designated levels of performance. It is clear that people readily 
undertake challenging activities and select situations they judge themselves capable of 
handling and tend to avoid activities and situations they believe that exceed their coping 
capabilities. 
 
 

3.2.4 Social perception of the industry work related to STEM. Factor D  

 

The final factor being considered is the social perception of the industrial work related to 
STEM. Careers’ decision-making is affected by this social perception (parents, media, 
friends, etc.) and this perception is connected to the image of industry related to 
environmental impact or in relation with the role of their employees: personal expectative 
of growing or possibilities of having initiatives (usually only enterprises requiring creativity 
and innovation are seen socially very attractive). 
 
Commonly, there is not awareness of the social relevance, ethics or social responsibility of 
the work in the industry and the industries themselves. There is also a perception of some 
barriers and STEM career outcomes such as the job stability, the salaries and the social 
status. An important issue affecting the social perception is the gender issue. There are 
still gender stereotypic career aspirations and often, women have assigned different career 
expectations. This makes different the perceptions of barriers. 
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Having in mind these factors affecting the career decision-making, we need to know what 
is happening in Europe. We wonder how many initiatives are being developed and 
implemented from the different agents involved or affected for the career-decision maker. 
With this purpose, an Observatory Methodology is designed for this work package (WP2). 
It is detailed in next section.  
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4. THE OBSERVATORY METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1 Terminology 

 

In order to make the document very transparent and clarify the meaning of the terms used, 
we include here short definitions. 
 
Policy Action: measure taken by Ministries of Education and all kinds of educational policy-
makers with the aim of increasing school-industry partnerships in order to make STEM 
careers more attractive to pupils. 
 
Practice. Set of activities implemented through/in an industry addressed to a particular 
target group around some specific topic (e.g. Visit to the quality laboratory of an industry X, 
workshop about chemical properties of some materials in industry Y, Teaching learning 
sequences about Optics, etc.). The target group are usually students at different levels. 
 
Activity. Each practice around a subject generally contains a set of exercises, experiments, 
debates, etc. that we call activities. An activity does not necessarily correspond to a unique 
initiative, and the same activity can take place in different practices (e. g. Building an 
electrical circuit can be proposed in the context of very different practices) 
 
In order to classify the practices related to school-industry collaboration in Europe, it is 
useful to consider that several different practices which share a common pattern can be 
embraced in one category. This is why a distinction has been made between Practices 
and Initiatives.  
 
Initiative: Type of relationship established between an industry and the educational world, 
usually addressed to a particular target group (e.g.: Visit to industrial installations, 
Workshop in an industry with scientists/engineers, Teaching learning sequences, etc.). 
The target groups are usually students at different levels. Different practices can 
correspond to a same kind of initiative.  
 
Practices are carried out by someone in a certain moment and in a specific place, and they 
can seldom be transferred to another place due to the different contexts. On the other 
hand, initiatives are types of established relationships between school and industry, and 
thus it is much easier to generalize and extend them to different places or contexts. For 
this reason, in order to disseminate the most appropriate actions, it is better not to 
consider specific practices but initiatives which can be carried out. For instance, a 
workshop in a company where scientists/engineers discuss with or talk to secondary 
school students can take place in many different companies and around many different 
topics, but a workshop in company X related to the new chemical products which are being 
manufactured can only be carried out in those places where company X exists. 
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Figure 1.7 Schematic representation showing the relationships between 
previously defined concepts in the context of the ECB project. 

 
 
 

4.2 Scope of the Observatory methodology 

 

The aim of the task 2.1 of ECB project is to design the Observatory methodology. In order 
to collect and analyse practices and policy actions being done or promoted in Europe in 
the frame of school-industry cooperation, and follow it in a permanent way, we have 
adopted a two-fold Observatory approach: 
 

A. To analyse the current situation in Europe concerning school-industry cooperation 
to foster STEM education and careers. This implies being aware of the policies 
developed to promote this cooperation and also the initiatives that are being 
undertaken from the industrial sector. 

 
B. To provide permanent information about new practices of cooperation or new 

political decisions for such purposes. This long-term, online service will have to 
provide some input about the benefits that each new practice can offer. 

 
 

4.3 Processes to establish the Observatory methodology 
to analyse the current situation 

 

In order to know, on the one side, the policy actions done to promote school-industry 
cooperation, and on the other side, the practices that are being performed from the 
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industrial sector, we planned to design two surveys, the first for gathering information 
about the policy actions promoted by MoEs, and the second for gathering information 
about the practices proposed by industry. 
 
The point was not to simply know in general terms the level of existing school-industry 
cooperation, but to analyse which characteristics of those performed actions and practices 
are addressed to foster scientific-technological careers. Thus, the surveys should aim to 
determine: What does it mean to foster STEM careers? Which kind of actions make that 
students choose STEM careers and how can studying Science and Maths at school 
contribute to this? 
Thus, the design of these surveys aimed: 
 
To carry out an analysis of the process of career decision-making, particularly related 
to STEM careers. In order to build any grid or questionnaire addressed to know the impact 
of actions addressed to these decisions, such information was very relevant. For such 
purposes a bibliographic research on the field of science education and on the factors that 
influence young people when doing their career choice has been done. This theoretical 
background has been extensively explained in previous sections. 
 
To decide the elements for the surveys themselves and for building the appropriate 
tools to collect and analyse the data. The following steps are necessary: Determination 
of the Sample, the selection of the Variables to consider, the design of the grids, the 
process of designing, piloting and administering the questionnaires, the process of filling 
the grids and analysing the data, the inferences resulting of the analysis. 
 
 

4.3.1 Determination of the samples 
 

The two surveys are addressed to different samples. Two major aspects have been 
considered when considering STEM education/industry cooperation: politics through 
different kind of policy actions and industries often through different foundations or 
platforms. The samples under study consist of those practices and policy actions 
concerning the cooperation school-industry to foster STEM education and careers and 
taking place in Europe. The Ministries of Education and local policy-makers will provide the 
information about policy actions. The practices will be provided for the National Platforms 
and the industries comprising the 26 partners of the ECB project. 
 
 

4.3.2 Selection of the Variables to consider when designing the Grid for 
collecting policy actions 

 

In order to be able to collect and characterise policy-actions, we had to determine the 
information that the project needed to obtain and how this could be represented in a Grid. 
We need to know the: 
 

4.3.2.1 Characteristics of the policy action 

 
 Type of policy action, Instruments used to make it known.  
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 Time span of the policy, Target group (in case of students age-group and customized 
level), Curricular subjects related with it.  

 Participants (students, teachers, etc.) and their role in the political measure. 
 
 

4.3.2.2 Aims of the policy action 
 

 How the policy action aimed to: increase students’ engagement with science, 
technology and mathematics disciplines; improve their scientific competencies; and/or 
to promote students’ external motivation. 

 How the policy action  influenced the process of career decision making (careers 
knowledge, personal characteristics to become STEM professional, social image and 
perception of STEM careers)   

 Other possible objectives not directly related to Industry-School partnerships but 
possibly influencing young peoples’ decision as to whether pursue STEM careers.  

  
 

4.3.2.3 Success of the measure.  
 

To which extent the measure achieves the expected results. 
 
 

4.3.2.4 Transferability of the policy action  
 

The difficulties overcome by the policy maker, teachers, or others in order to adapt it to the 
local/national/cultural context and the level of customization needed in order to adapt the 
policy to audiences with different levels of knowledge. 
 
 
 

4.3.3 Selection of the Variables to consider when designing the Grid for 
collecting practices of school-industry cooperation 

 
In order to be able to collect and characterise practices of school-industry partnerships, we 
had to determine the information that the project needed to obtain and gather in a Grid. 
We need to know the: 
 
4.3.3.1 Practical characteristics 
 

 Location, Action duration, Target group (in case of students’, their age-group and 
customized level), Curricular subjects related with the practice.  

 Participants (students, teachers, etc.) and their role in the development of the practice. 
 
 

4.3.3.2 Aims of the practice 
 

 How the practice leads to: an increase of students’ engagement with science, 
technology and mathematics disciplines; scientific competencies; and/or promotes the 
student’s external motivation. 
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 How the practice influences the process of career decision making (careers knowledge, 
personal characteristics to become STEM professional, social image and perception of 
STEM careers).  

 

4.3.3.3 Pedagogical approach 
 

 Different teaching and learning approaches to the practice can be planned - work 
around questions or debates in teams, proposing open-ended questions, inquiry 
activities and modelling of scientific main ideas, etc.  

 
 

4.3.3.4 Supervision of the success of the activity 

 

4.3.3.5 Transferability/Level of possible customization of the practice  
 

No changes (or major changes) are needed to be transferred to other industries, countries 
or different target group. Such information can obtained only partially from the 
questionnaire. 
 
 Immediate: Practice could be transferred without major changes (only language being 

changed, ...) 
 Achievable: Even though some changes are needed, the broad body of the practice 

can be transferred. 
 Inspiring: The kind of initiative of a particular practice can be used to develop new 

practices. 
 
 

4.3.4 Designing the grids  
 
After the variables have been selected, it is already possible to design the grid. For the 
Observatory Methodology, two grids have been designed: a grid for collecting the policy 
actions and a grid for collecting the practices. The process of refining the questionnaires 
entailed changes in the Grid. The grids are used to aggregate and summarise the data 
obtained in the questionnaires. 
 
Two dynamic tables have been constructed to be filled for a first level of Analysis, one for 
collecting the data from the questionnaires Q1 received from the Ministries of Education 
and other educational authorities and another for the filled questionnaires Q2 received 
from the National Platforms and industry partners. Annexes V and VI show the dynamic 
tables for the first analysis of data from the questionnaires Q1 and Q2, respectively. 
 
For the second level of analysis of data collected from Q2: 
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4.3.5 Design of the questionnaires 

 

In order to be able to fill the grids with the information coming from the agents 
participating, two questionnaires have been designed: one questionnaire Q1 addressed to 
the gathering of policy actions and the second one Q2 designed for collecting practices.  
The questionnaires are structured with open questions in order to make possible that 
respondents can describe with ease and fluency all the information s/he wishes to 
communicate about the issue. The questionnaires also include closed questions with pre-
coded answers with a direct fit into the grids.  
 
Effort was made to design questionnaires that were not too long and easy to fill in, so that 
a maximum of responses can be achieved. (The refinement of the questionnaire is 
described below).  
 
It was also intended to combine “difficult “ questions requiring some level of reflection from 
the designer of the Practice and “easy or relaxing” questions that only required 
respondents to provide objective or practical information. 
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4.3.5.1 Items for the Questionnaire Q1 
 

The role of each question in the questionnaire is presented in this section. Each item of the 
questionnaire is necessary to collect information about particular details of the policy 
action and to finally have a broad idea of the collected measure. It can be identified the 
way the information is requested in order to be able to fill the designed grid. After having 
collected some policies, the questionnaire was slightly refined as we realized that some 
additional information was required. Here we describe the version at the beginning of 
October 2011. 
 
- Questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used to identify the respondent, considering that s/he is the 
policy maker or a person from the team that has designed the measure. 
 

 
 
 
- Question 5 is an open question to collect all the information about the policy action that 
the respondent freely wishes to provide. They are asked to explain details such as the 
exact STEM content included in the action, features that make it different from other 
existing actions, aim/s of the action, methods used to achieve the aim, etc. 
 

 
 
 
- Question 6 is used to collect information about the aims and the priorities of the policy 
action. In particular it aims to discover if the policy action attempts to increase the 
students’ engagement with STEM disciplines, or to influence the process of career 
decision-making (careers knowledge, personal characteristics to become STEM 
professional, social image and perception of STEM careers). According to the section 
“Categorising the factors influencing the career choice”, we can justify the role of each item 
belonging to the question 6 and classify them among factors A, B, C and D as described in 
section 4.2. The respondent is requested to rate the objective that they had in mind when 
designing the policy from 1 to 4. In this way and using the rest of answers it can be 
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inferred if there is a good correlation between the objectives of the action and the action 
itself.  
 

 
 

 
- Question 7 is also addressed to collect information about the aims and the priorities of 
the policy action, but in here it is addressed to other possible objectives not directly related 
to Industry-School partnerships but possibly influencing young peoples’. The respondent is 
requested again to rate the possible aims from 1 to 4, belonging all of them to the factor D 
described in the section “Categorising the factors influencing the career choice”. 
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- Question 8 tries to get practical details about the policy action, such as type of policy 
(e.g. national strategy, pilot program, policy reform, promotion campaign, etc.) and 
instrument to make it known (strategic plan, inclusion in the curriculum, …), target group 
(in case being students, the age group is requested), the STEM curricular subject, the time 
span covered by the policy and the partners involved in the measure as well as the role 
that must play. The information is requested in closed questions and therefore it is easily 
transferred to the grid.  
 

 
 
 
- Question 9 is addressed to know if any evaluation of the policy is planned or has been 
undertaken. It also asks some evidences of it. The question allows getting an idea of the 
degree of supervision and reflection about the outcomes of the policy and its relation with 
the expected aims. 
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- Question 10 asks about the main difficulties that were necessary to overcome for 
developing the political measure. This could provide information about the possibility to be 
transferred to other cultural realities or to other target groups.   
 
 
It can be seen therefore that the designed questionnaire fits the grid. The closed questions 
help to make a direct characterization, but the open ones need to be crossed with all the 
rest in order to get the desired information. In any case, the already collected policies have 
been useful to do a final refinement of the questionnaire. 
 
 

4.3.5.2 Items for the Questionnaire Q2 
 
Each item of the questionnaire is addressed to collect information about some of the 
variables above described. Here a brief description of their intentions where it is possible 
to identify how the information about some variable is asked through different items. Since 
the process of piloting, the Questionnaire has required some changes to ensure all 
respondents had a common understanding of the terminology employed as well the 
objective of each question. Hence we describe here the version at the beginning of 
October 2011. 
- Question 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used to identify the respondent responsible for the design of 
the practice if not of its implementation. 
 

 

 
 
 

- Question 5 is an open question to collect all the information about the practice that the 
respondent freely wishes to provide. They are asked to explain the practical details about 
the implementation of the activity and the STEM school subject(s) concerned. 
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- Question 6 is used to collect information about the aims of the practice. In particular it 
aims to determine to what extent the practice influences the process of career decision 
making (careers knowledge, personal characteristics to become STEM professional, social 
image and perception of STEM careers). According to the section “Categorising the factors 
influencing the career choice”, we can justify the role of each item belonging to the 
question 6. 
 
6a) aims to discover if the practice intends to provide information about the STEM careers 
and/or breaking down false stereotypes about STEM jobs. Factor B  
6b) aims to discover if an aim of the practice is to make students aware of their personal 
characteristics for scientific or technological studies, avoiding any scientism for privileged 
minds as barrier for making student to choose STEM studies and careers. Factor B 
6c) aims to discover if an aim of the practice is: to engage students in the study of STEM 
in school. Factor A. Some specific items are addressed to know if the intention is to 
promote scientific competency or if it is to promote external motivation  
6d) aims to discover if an aim of the practice is to provide a good social image of STEM 
careers, role of industry and role of professional in STEM jobs, etc., trying to overturn 
some common social perceptions of the role of industries. Factor D 
 
The different items try to grasp to what extent a particular aim X is a top priority for that 
practice. For this reason, respondents are asked to rate each item from 1 to 4 (being 1 the 
main aim of the activity and 4 the less important). The fact that several specific aspects are 
used to itemize a practice should help take into account the multiple facets that a single 
practice can involve. At the same time, it also shows to what extent the information 
obtained is reliable. The description of the practice in Question 5, and the answers to 
question 9 and even to question 10 will give information about the coherence of the 
answers to question 6. We start from the premise that a single practice can be appropriate 
and useful to achieve several aims, but not all kinds of aims are expected to be achieved 
with it. 
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- Question 7 is a “relaxing” question that aims to discover the link between the practice and 
some STEM curricular subjects that students are developing in the school. To complete 
information for the variable A: 
 

 
 
 
- Question 8 aims to identify information about the pedagogical approach with which the 
practice was conceived (not implemented) for the designers that are the respondents of 
the survey (according the previous definition in item 1) 
 
 
- Question 9 asks in a different way some of the possible aims of the practice. That is, the 
Factor C is cross-examined asking: “write some skills or competencies that the practice 
intends to develop or promote”. This direct question was designed because it is very 
relevant to know if it the practice tries to foster scientific competencies and it could be the 
case that this information is not properly obtained from questions 5, 6c or 8. 
 
 
- Question 10 intends to collect information about Practical characteristics of the practice 
(Location, Action duration, Target group, Students age group (if appropriate), promoter of 
the practice. The items can be easily answered and they correspond to a closed question 
directly fitting to a Grid.  
Different items of this question 10 aim get some information about the degree of 
transferability of the practice (possibility to customize the practice to different students’ 
levels, type of Participants (students, teachers, specialised monitor, industrialist, etc.) and 
their role for the development of the practice. 
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- Question 11 aims to discover if any evaluation of the practice is planned or has been 
undertaken. It also asks for some evidence related to this. The question is aimed at getting 
idea of the degree of supervision and reflection about the outcomes of the activity and its 
relation with the expected aims. Again, it cross-examines question 6. 
 
- Question 12 asks for some explanation about the main difficulties that had to be 
overcome for implementing the practice. It aims to provide information about the 
possibilities of transferring the practice and about the degree of supervision and 
awareness of the possible/feasible outcomes of the activity. It also gets feedback about 
the willingness of respondents to answer the questionnaire. Obviously it is an open 
question  
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4.3.6 Administration of the Questionnaires Q1 and Q2 

 

The questionnaire 1 (Q1) was sent via e-mail by EUN to the 30 Ministries of Education 
participating in Schoolnet jointly with another questionnaire for the SPICE project devoted 
to collect, analyse, validate and share innovative pedagogical practices on IBSE and 
pupils' interest in science. In that way, every educational authority could publish their policy 
actions on similar areas. 
 
In parallel, questionnaire 2 (Q2) was implemented in the ECB – Ingenious platform in order 
to be accessible by any industrial partner or national platform willing to announce and 
publish their practices.  
 
Deadlines at the end of September 2011 for Questionnaire Q2 and at the end of October 
2011 for Q1 were established. A reminder will be sent before the end of January 2012 to 
obtain additional responses – if insufficient responses are received by mid-February, it will 
be supplemented by phone calls or a face to face meeting. 
 
 

4.3.7 Refinement of the questionnaire Q1 and Q2 
 
After a preliminary design of the questionnaires, they were included in the ECB platform in 
order to get feedback from partners and from possible respondents. We obtained some 
input for questionnaire Q1 as well for the questionnaire Q2. Also questions were presented 
and discussed in the project Steering Committee meeting that took place in Barcelona on 
June 2011 jointly with different National platforms. All of these inputs were considered and 
allow WP2 to make different refinements of the questionnaires, especially for Q2. The 
most valuable information came from the National platforms that, at a time, obtained 
feedback from various initiatives carried out in their country. 
  
Since some respondents experienced difficulty in answering some of the questions, we 
also produced a simplified version of the questionnaire by the middle of October. Some of 
the respondents clearly had problems in articulating and justifying the pedagogical 
approach and some of the aims. Personal interviews with some of the respondents will 
address this issue during the data analysis phase.  
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5. CRITERIA FOR “GOOD PRACTICES” 
 

5.1 Goals of the Criteria 
 
As the proposal states, the main objective of ECB project is to collect, disseminate and 
stimulate “good practices” in STEM in order to encourage new initiatives all over Europe 
consolidating a solid network of school/business partnerships in the field of STEM. As 
noted in previous sections, the interest of each practice can be very different. As a result it 
is necessary to establish some Criteria for what constitutes good practices that will allow 
us to compare them. 
 
The criteria of good practice will have a different goal depending on the perspective from 
which we contemplate the practices. We may wish to observe the quality of the practices 
that are underway today (Perspective a) of the Observatory) and those that can be added 
to a future repository containing a great number of initiatives carried out across Europe. 
(Perspective b) of the Observatory).  
 
According to perspective A: each practice collected from the 26 partners and represented 
in detail via the Grid will be observed using already established criteria. The possibility of 
carrying out a fine grained analysis with complete information can allow us to identify 
which criteria can be achieved when implementing it. It will enable to decide if it is 
worthwhile to implement or transfer the particular practice because it allows the 
achievement of this or that aim. 
 
According to perspective b: the new practices that could be gathered online in the platform 
can be analysed in order to know their viability and interest. First of all, the different 
collected practices will constitute patterns or models of cooperation school-industry that 
will allow to “assess” the different kinds of existing initiatives. Then, the criteria for good 
practices will be applied to each kind of initiative, and this will allow to determine what 
each of them is good for (i.e., an initiative can be appropriate for informing about careers, 
another one can be appropriate for improving some scientific skills in students…). After 
that, it will be identified to which kind of initiative each new practice corresponds to, since 
this will allow to establish the achievable objectives of all the practices that will be 
permanently added to the platform. 
 
Thus, the main interest of this exercise aiming to establish criteria of good practices is not 
that it allows us to rank each one of the practices, but rather that it helps us to identify the 
kind of currently possible initiatives which can better promote an increase of the number of 
students that choose STEM careers.  
 
It will be considered that the more criteria a practice, and thus an initiative, satisfies, the 
better this practice/initiative is. The best ones to learn Sciences will be those which satisfy 
more criteria belonging to category B (named STEM education criteria). And in order to 
foster the choice of STEM careers among young students, the best initiatives will be those 
which satisfy more criteria belonging to category C (STEM career education Criteria), as 
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well as A (general education criteria) and B criteria (see below 6.2 for further explanation 
of the criteria).   
 
 
 

5.1.1 Criteria of “good practices” for practices not analysed? 

 

As mentioned above, the refined criteria with which a good practice is analysed and 
identified using a qualitative methodology are not practicable to be used in a permanent 
way. In order to have a permanent system which makes it possible, it is necessary to have 
available different tools. Three are considered: 
 
 A database system which enables it. It is planned to develop such an informatics 

system jointly with the WP4 leader, bearing in mind the needs of both WPs and the 
templates already developed. The database system will include features which can 
stimulate “user generated” quality feedback, i.e. number of times an item is 
downloaded, commenting and rating by teachers. 

 
 Grids to be filled and available online, and which can be filled for any school-industry 

cooperative practice. (The stage of qualitative work will have allowed to state if the 
previously developed and used analysis grids need to be refined). 

 
 An evaluation or weighting system. In order that each new practice that is introduced in 

the platform or the available informatics system is evaluated, we could choose among 
different systems: 

 
 Automatic benchmarking 
 Teacher volunteers evaluating 
 Users’ Rating 

 
After debating within the Steering Committee, it was agreed to choose an automatic 
benchmarking with the following characteristics. 
 
Let’s imagine a practice X which is carried out in a certain place Y. The institution (industry 
or school) which carries it out fills online the Grid pra-sip (Practice school-industry 
partnership). This practice will become catalogued as a certain kind of initiative and the 
automatic benchmarking system will give as output data which criteria of good practices 
can be achieved implement it. 
 
 

5.2  Description of the criteria of good practices  
 
In order to establish the Criteria for the good practices of school-industry partnership 
promoting an increase of STEM careers; we establish three levels of criteria: 
 
 A. General education criteria. As its name explains, they refer to the criteria satisfied for 

a practice well designed and planned from a general educational point of view. It is a 
kind of prerequisite.  
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 B. STEM education criteria. This type corresponds to the criteria satisfied for a practice 
that actually intends to improve Science, Technology, Engineering or Mathematics 
education. 

 C. STEM career education criteria. This type corresponds to the criteria satisfied for a 
practice that actually intends to improve the conditions for students making decisions 
favourable to STEM careers. 

 
We go to a now further develop of each of these criteria. 
 
 

5.2.1 “Good practice” considering General education criteria 

 

a) General criteria would refer to the robustness of the practices. In this sense, a “good 
practice” should be a practice designed with clear goals and defined targets, able to 
be achieved. This would mean a good fit and alignment between the objectives of 
the practice and the practice itself. 

b) Beyond the coherence of the practice, its quality should also be assessed. As 
happens in any process trying to guarantee quality assurance, an evaluation of the 
action should be considered in its design. For this reason, a “good practice” should 
be a practice in which evaluation forms an integral part of the educational project7, 
with an integrated evaluation process to assess the obtained outcomes of the 
actions and to compare them with the proposed goals in order to define any 
required improvement.  

c) In the same direction, and in order to gain the support, commitment and motivation 
of all participants in the practice, the sustainability of the practice 8  should be 
considered. Factors such as target decision, the extent to which it can be replicated 
in the future, topicality of content area chosen and updating of the practice 
(integration of any innovation or new expertise), together with the budget and staff 
availability could impact on the sustainability of the practice. 

d) A fourth variable to be taken into account would be the extent to which the practice 
is a good fit with the STEM curriculum. Practices and Initiatives should be 
addressed to give support to the fulfilment of STEM curriculum subjects in a real 
school/industry partnership, often offering teachers the opportunity to develop the 
curriculum with richer activities. 

 
 

5.2.2 “Good practice” considering STEM education criteria 

 

At a second level, the analyzed practices should collect the characteristics of a “good 
practice” from a STEM education point of view. We consider that Practices and the 
corresponding Initiatives should: be focused on the achievement of scientific competencies 
(OECD); present contextualized activities; and should promote critical thinking and 
creativity. Some specific pedagogical approaches could help achieve these competences. 

                                                      
7
 Based on PENCIL project. Criterion 2 (Evaluation forms an integral part of the educational project) (PENCIL, 2004) 

8
 Based on PENCIL project. Criterion 7 (The practice is sustainable) (PENCIL, 2004) 
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For example, asking students to work around questions or debates in teams or proposing 
open-ended questions, promoting inquiry activities and aiming to model main scientific 
ideas. Also the target ambience or its background should be taken into account when 
identifying “good practices”, i.e. practices have to be designed taking into account the 
knowledge, skills and beliefs of the target audience in order to be adapted to the real 
needs of users and to ensure their effectiveness. Likewise, this effectiveness and the 
securing of the established goals could be only possible if all the defined participants 
(targets but also other participants involved) are really engaged throughout the activity. 
 
  

5.2.3 “Good practice” considering STEM career education criteria 

 

Finally, if as we have defined, a “good practice” should be aimed at addressing young 
Europeans’ interest in STEM education and careers, the four factors influencing the career 
decision that we have developed in previous sections should be considered when defining 
the action goals. For this reason, a “good practice” should be a practice focused on one or 
more of the main objectives that research studies tell us that can influence young people in 
taking a career-decision on STEM: stimulating students to STEM school topics; providing 
information on STEM careers and helping them to understand the role of the professionals 
in STEM jobs; helping students perceive how their personal characteristics fit with those of 
STEM professionals; and improving the perception of the students and their social 
environment about social utility of the industrial products, status of the STEM 
professionals, relevance of the industries (ethics and environmental issues) and other 
social issues such as the gender stereotypic career aspirations. 
 
These three levels of good criteria are summarised in the Figure 1.8. 
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Annex VII offers an outline to reflect a summary of the presented criteria for “good 
practices”.  ECB will select practices to be disseminated considering both their degree of 
transferability (three different degrees explained in the previous section) and their fitting to 
these criteria for “good practices”. Additionally, the resulting report of the analysis based 
on these criteria will allow us to do a needs’ analysis to identify the gaps between what is 
currently done in Europe and what would be desirable.  
 
 

 

Figure 1.8 Criteria for “good practices”.  Assessment of the initiatives 
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5.3 Next steps 

 

The Observatory of Practices will be a long-term service providing information about 
policies and practices, addressed to industrialists, educators and policy makers. It will 
collect data, publish research reports and provide a wide group of stakeholders with good 
and transferable practices. Annex IX details the explicit assignments of tasks to each ECB 
partner.  
 
The work plan for future steps involving the Observatory of Practices is as follows: 
 

 From M18 until M24 a final summary report and recommendations must be done by 
means of three different subtasks: 

 

1. A catalogue of policy initiatives elaborated with the information collected with the 
questionnaire and characterized with the grid. Commences in August 2012. 

2. A catalogue of initiatives elaborated with the information collected with the 
questionnaire, characterized with the grid and finally considering the agreed criteria. 
Commences in August 2012. 

3. Catalogue of success stories in the form of case studies elaborated with the 
information given by teachers, industrialists and policy makers. Information provided 
by the WP3 team can be essential. Commences in August 2012. 

 

From M24 until M36 a permanent system to feed in the observatory of practice repository 
must be established. The steps that we will follow in order to do that will be: 
 

1. Development of a database for the project webpage that will collect the essential 
information to characterize and understand each initiative and each practice, 
including the purposes to which it is well addressed. This database will be done in 
collaboration with the WP4 team that is technically responsible for the portal of the 
project. The database development should start in February 2012. 

2. It is planned that, in order to introduce a new practice in the database, all the 
relevant information about it will be provided by filling in an online form. After that 
and using simple software, the information will be automatically characterized in a 
similar way to the grid. Commences in May 2013. 

3. From the criteria of good practices and the characterization obtained (explained in 
the previous point), development of an automatic procedure to point out the 
strong/weak points of the new practices. Commences in September 2013 

 

 From M12 until M36 the Needs Analysis will be performed according the following 
steps: 

 
1. Identifying gaps and problematic issues in current school/business partnerships 

from the information included in the Observatory of Practices. After the first analysis 
of the completed questionnaires, we will be able to find and recognize fissures in 
the current school/business partnerships, the aspects widely covered and the ones 
needing more dedication. This can be done from February 2012 when it is 
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anticipated that all the possible initiatives from ECB partners will have been 
collected. 

2. Workshops to discuss the identified needs at national and European level with 
National Platforms, school and industries. Both educational and industrial, points of 
view will be considered. The needs’ analysis will rely on a scientific committee of 
national educational and scientific MST experts (including teachers involved in 
practical issues of STEM and companies). The National Platforms will manage 
these workshops. Commences in April 2012 

3. Formation of country clusters that will work on common areas of interest. 1-2 
experts per country will identify these common strategic areas of needs from 
reviewing at national level STEM education activities relevant to school/industry 
partnerships. 

 

 From M3 to M36 we will prepare updated research reviews on MST research in the 
relevant countries: 
 
1. Elaborate a state of the art of the existing literature on STEM education activities 

relevant to school/industry partnerships in the relevant countries including relevant 
research with sufficient impact to have been published at international level. Some 
preliminary collection of papers published around STEM education activities 
relevant to school/industry partnerships has already taken place. However, a 
complete state of the art will be reported in the Deliverable D2.5 

2. A methodology for gathering good practices researched only at national level with 
research results disseminated only nationally in national languages will be 
established by on-line surveys and perhaps interviewing key actors in each national 
country. We are considering at present, that National experts will elaborate a kind of 
“national” state of the art, a document similar to that explained in the previous point 

 

 From M10 to M36 a report with all the information obtained during the project will be 
elaborated. It will include: 
 
1. A review on STEM research in the relevant countries both, at international and at 

local level, with initiatives disseminated only locally, by national experts.  
2. The fundamental research results that constitute a necessary knowledge for the 

design or adaptation of STEM education initiatives. 
3. The study of the needs of the different relevant stakeholders and areas where there 

are not enough research results to have clear conclusions.  
 

 Finally and from M13 to M36 we will present the results obtained in ECB meetings and 
propose additional research (in case being considered necessary). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This document explains the methodology that will be used to implement an Observatory 
designed to collect information about school-industries partnerships promoted by 
Ministries of education and other policy-makers or to collect relevant practices carried out 
by industries and national platforms with educational purposes. The Observatory 
Methodology is two-fold: 
  

1. To analyse the current situation in Europe concerning school-industry cooperation 
to foster STEM education and careers. 

2. To provide permanent information about new practices of cooperation or new 
political decisions for such purposes. 

 
As the main purpose is to increase young people’s interest in STEM education and 
careers, the important factors to be considered when designing a practice or a policy 
action that really increases young people’s interest in STEM education and careers have 
been defined based on a deep bibliographic research. Moreover, the necessary tools to 
perform the first analysis have been developed. Two grids have been designed, one to 
collect and characterize policy actions provided by policy makers and another one to 
collect practices provided by National Platforms and industrialists. In order to complete 
these grids, two questionnaires have been created and sent to MoEs and to the ECB 
partners to collect information on the different initiatives. Moreover, a set of criteria for 
good practices has been established, taking into account an exhaustive theoretical 
background from research on STEM education and from psychological and sociological 
studies on career choice. The set of criteria expand other criteria for good practices on 
STEM education since the purpose in the ECB project is to increase STEM education and 
careers through school-industry collaboration. 
 
One of the objectives of the observatory methodology is to select the good and 
transferable practices from all those received. A transferable and good practice is more 
about the specific school/industry partnership established than about the particular details 
like the location, the audience or the specific STEM content of the practice. The specific 
school-industry cooperation taking place when a practice is performed defines the focus of 
the activity and the benefit regarding the particular aim of the Project. The document 
provides the tools elaborated for this aim. 
 
In a long-term perspective, a system to provide permanent information about practices has 
been conceived. This will be further developed in order to include an automatic 
benchmarking capability within the ECB platform. A repository of practices will also be 
developed and it will be possible to automatically evaluate the suitability of the introduced 
practices regarding some specific aims. 
 
Finally, the methodology outlined in this deliverable will make it possible to carry out a 
comprehensive study in Europe concerning the practices and the policy actions in Europe 
related to school-industry cooperation to foster STEM careers. 
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ANNEX I. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CAREERS 
DECISION-MAKING OF SCHOOL STUDENTS, 
SPECIFICALLY TO CHOOSE A STEM CAREER. 
FACTORS CONSIDERED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY. 
 

A. Students’ engagement in the study of STEM in school (Q2:6c,7,8&9) 
How much a student feels engaged with STEM disciplines? 
Being motivated for mathematics is it enough to choose to become mathematics or 
engineer? 
Career information (Q1:6; Q2:6a) 
What students know about the variety of careers?  
Personal characteristics (Q1:6; Q26b) 
How s/he feels appropriate for scientific or technological studies? 
Social perception of the industry work related to STEM Q1:6; Q2:6d) 
How is perceived the work in an industry?  
How society (parents, friends, family, etc.) perceives it? 
 
A. How to improve the engagement in the study of STEM in the school?  
Different research studies show: 
Curriculum driving to a good preparation in STEM subjects (Q1:6,8; Q2:7) 
Curriculum focused on the achievement of scientific competencies (OECD) understood as 
capacity on: (Q2:9) 
identifying scientific issues possible to investigate and key features of a scientific 
investigation  
explaining phenomena, scientifically interpreting phenomena or applying knowledge  
using scientific evidence to make and communicate conclusions 
Contextualizing. Curriculum including analysis of real phenomena, technical reality (Q1:6; 
Q2:6c) 
(e.g. everyday objects produced in industries, technological processes, industrial projects) 
Pedagogical approaches stimulating (Q1:6; Q2:8) 
Inquiry and critical thinking: questioning, work and debates in teams, etc. 
modelling 
creativity: open-ended questions, etc.  
 
B. Career information (Q1:6; Q2:6a) What each student know about the variety of 
careers? 
Information about the types of jobs in the industry is necessary.  
People can learn about jobs: 
through Careers Counsellors  
through teachers, school services of orientation 
by watching others working 
Such learning will most likely occur if there is a close identification between the observer 
and the model 
 
C. This career is appropriate for me? Personal characteristics (Q1:6;Q2:6b) 
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Matching individual interests: how well the individual’s interests, skills/abilities, and values 
correspond to activities, tasks, and responsibilities at this particular sort of work 
people tend to choose a career that reflects their interests 
the closer the match of personality to job, the greater the personal satisfaction. 
Identification: how much each student feels that they can identify with certain jobs 
Role-playing facilitates development of vocational self-concept. 
Reality testing solidifies vocational self-concept. 
Perceived self-efficacy: Strong self-efficacy of the student understood as student’ beliefs 
about his/her capabilities to produce designated levels of performance 
People readily undertake challenging activities and select situations they judge themselves 
capable of handling and avoid activities and situations they believe exceed their coping 
capabilities 
 
D. Social perception of the industry work related to STEM (Q1:6,7;Q2:6d) 
Careers decision-making is affected by the social perception (parents, media, friends, etc.) 
Image of industry related to environmental impact. 
Image of industry in relation with the role of their employees: personal expectative of 
growing, possibilities of having initiatives, etc. 
Usually only enterprises requiring creativity and innovation are seen socially very 
attractive. 
Not awareness of social relevance, ethics or social responsibility of the work in the industry 
Perception of barriers and STEM career outcomes: job stability, salary, social status. 
The gender issue: the gender stereotypic career aspirations. 
Women have assigned different career expectations and the perceptions of barriers are 
different. 
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ANNEX II. QUESTIONNAIRE Q1 ABOUT POLICY-
ACTIONS 

Questionnaire 1 
Policy Actions 

 
 
 

The aim of this questionnaire is to collect the different policy actions initiated by 
Educational authorities across Europe related to the promotion of the Industry-School 
relationship as a way of fostering young people’s interest in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) studies and particularly careers. 
Please describe all Industry-School partnerships which have taken place in the last 5 
years, in addition to those currently running or planned to take place in the near future. 
 

1. Respondent's name: ………………………………………………………………………… 
 
2. Respondent's email address: …………………………………………………………… 
 
3. Respondent's organization and country: …………………………………………. 
 
4. Respondent's position: …………………………………………………………………… 
 

5. The action.  
Please describe each policy action related to Industry-School partnerships below (using a 
minimum of 300 words and a maximum of 1 page). Please provide enough details about 
the action so it can be well understood (e.g. exact STEM content included in the action, 
features that make it different from other existing actions, aim/s of the action, methods 
used to achieve the aim etc.). If any, please provide the name of the policy action. Please 
create as many boxes as necessary to describe each policy action.  
Policy Action 1:  

 
 
 
 
 

 

6. Aim/s and priorities of the policy action/s:  
Each policy action gives priority to some specific aim and it is relevant to know the reasons 
inducing each action and the circumstances that accompany it. Please rank the policy 
action’s specific aim/s by marking an ‘x’ next to any of the following options (1 being the 
highest priority and 4 being the lowest). Please copy and paste this box and indicate the 
aims for each of the policy actions described in question 5. 
 

Policy action’s aims: 
 

1 2 3 4 

Promote mechanisms for providing enough information about     
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STEM careers and jobs 

Make understandable the work performed by professionals in 
STEM 

    

Improve the social (parents, media, friends, etc.) perception 
of STEM jobs and careers 

    

Make visible STEM’s contribution to society      
Make visible STEMS’s professional needs by means of 

Industry‐School partnerships 

    

Promote students’ knowledge of STEM professionals’ 
academic backgrounds and professional as well as personal 
profiles 

    

Involve families in industry‐school partnerships     

Promote forms of teaching relating concepts with everyday 
life and practical/industrial applications 

    

Engage teachers in continuous professional development 
(CPD) in relation to the industrial world 

    

Foster the inclusion of minorities into STEM careers by 

means of industry‐school partnerships 

    

Foster the inclusion of girls into STEM careers by means of 

industry‐school partnerships 

    

Foster divergent thinking by means of industry‐school 
partnerships 

    

Other (please specify):  
 

    

 

7. Other possible objectives not directly related to Industry-School partnerships but 
possibly influencing young peoples’ decision as to whether pursue STEM careers include 
the following listed below. Please rank the policy action’s specific aim/s by marking an ‘x’ 
next to any of the following options (1 being the highest priority and 4 being the lowest). 
Please copy and paste this box and indicate the aims for each of the policy actions 
described in question 5.  
 
 

Policy action’s aims: 
 

1 2 3 4 

Foster a scientific culture enabling people to take an active 
part in social debates about scientific issues (e.g. climate 
change, transgenic, energy sources etc.) 

    

Foster a scientific culture so that STEM issues are more 
accessible to people intellectually  

    

Foster social interest in STEM with the support and 
involvement of mass media 

    

Prevent the brain drain     
Improve the professional careers of STEM researchers     
Promote STEM R&D in European countries     
Foster the implementation in schools of educational research 
results 
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Improve teacher training at all educational levels      
Promote good salaries for STEM professionals     
Foster the generalized presence of career counsellors in 
schools 

    

Improve teachers’ working conditions     
Foster scientific copyright protection     
Other (please specify):  
 

    

 
8. Characteristics of the policy action: 

Type of policy action (e.g. national 
strategy, pilot program, policy reform, 
promotion campaign, etc.) 

 

 

Target group(s) (please indicate with an ‘x’ which of the 
following are target groups of this policy action) 

Students  
Teachers  
Industrialists/Business managers  
Parents/Families  
Ethnic minorities  
Girls/women   
Boys/men  
The elderly  

 
Age-group of students (please indicate with an ‘x’ the age-
group(s) of students concerned: 

Pre-primary (1-4 years)  
Lower primary pupils (5-8 years)  
Upper primary pupils (8-11 years)  
Lower secondary students (11-14 years)  
Upper secondary students (14-16 years)  
Students aged 17 and above  
University students   

 
STEM curricular subject(s): (please indicate with an ‘x’ the 
STEM subject(s) concerned) 

Physical sciences (e.g. Physics, 
Chemistry, Astronomy etc.) 

 

Life Sciences (e.g. Biology, health studies 
etc.)  

 

Computer Sciences (e.g. IT and 
Informatics) 

 

Technology  
Engineering  
Mathematics  
Other (please specify)  
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Partners involved in the initiative and their 
role (e.g. teachers, students, industrialists, 
parents, pensioners, etc.) 

 

  

Time span (e.g. 2010-2012)  

 

 

Instruments used: (please indicate with an ‘x’ which of the 
following instruments are used within this initiative) 

Inclusion in the curriculum  

Strategic plan  

Publication of official orders/laws or similar 
documents 

 

Offer of financial support  

Introducing a call for specific actions  

Organization of specific activities  

Other (please specify)  

 

Additional information  
(e.g. Website addresses, references to 
relevant documentation etc.) 

 
 

 
 

9. Method of evaluation  
If any, please describe the method/(s) used to assess the success of the initiative. 
Please specify if any evaluation is planned or has been undertaken, and if so provide a short 
summary of the results and references to relevant material e.g. evaluation reports, survey analyses 
etc., indicating in which language they are available. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
10. Difficulties to overcome:  
Please explain the main difficulties that needed to be overcome/will need to be overcome 
to implement the action and to help promote or extend it. 
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11. Additional information: 
If necessary, please add any other comment or information to what you have already provided 
above.  

 
 

 
If other policy actions you have implemented, please, do not forget to fill the questionnaire 
for each of them. 
 
Thank you for the time and effort you have dedicated to filling in this questionnaire. The 
follow-up report consisting of a European comparative analysis based on your answers will 
be published and made available in January 2012. 
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ANNEX IV: QUESTIONNAIRE Q2 ABOUT INITIATIVES 
OF COOPERATION SCHOOL-INDUSTRY 

 
Questionnaire 2 

School-Industry Partnership Practices 
 

Rationale 
There is a common consensus that in order to achieve the aim of advancing towards a 
competitive economic position, Europe needs more technology literate, high skilled people 
to push back the frontiers of technology and drive innovation forward. 
Yet mathematics, science and technology are not popular subjects in schools. Various 
aspects of what is said to be a declining interest in STEM among young people have been 
covered in a variety of research and policy reports, conferences and events over the last 
decade. Hundreds of people are working in trying to reverse the situation. Many European 
governments have already undertaken reforms and different policy actions to increase 
students ‘interest in the take up STEM studies and careers. Despite this growing debate 
and activity, it seems that other initiatives need to be put in practice for a real success. If it 
is recognized that education and industry should be the basis for the future of Europe, it is 
worthwhile to explore the role that business might have in the problem and should play in 
the solution. A large number of useful initiatives tackling this problem exist throughout the 
European Union but there is little coordination or consultation between these initiatives to 
share best practice and reach beyond national borders 
Through innovative initiatives and coordinating and building on existing school/business 
partnerships in the field of STEM education across Europe, the project ECB/Ingenious is 
intending to identify good and transferable practices on STEM education with industrial 
cooperation already running at national or local level. A repository of practices will be 
disseminated and good practices in STEM will be stimulated and the implementation of 
new ones will be encouraged. 
 
Q2- ECB Ingenious 2011 questionnaire on initiatives of industry-school partnership to 
increase students' interest in pursuing STEM studies and careers  
The aim of this questionnaire is to collect the different practices or initiatives that are 
currently being done in Europe related to the promotion of wide Industry-School 
relationships as a way of fostering young people’s interest in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) studies and careers 
Please describe all Industry-School partnerships which have been promoted in the last 5 
years, in addition to those currently running or planned to take place in the near future. 
 
1. Respondent's name: ………………………………………………………………………… 
 
2. Respondent's email address: …………………………………………………………… 
 
3. Respondent's organization and country: …………………………………………. 
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4. Respondent's position: …………………………………………………………………… 
 
5. The practice or initiative 
Please describe each initiative relating Industry and School below (using a minimum of 
300 words and a maximum of 1 page). Please provide enough details about the initiative 
so it can be well understood (e.g. exact STEM content included in the action, features that 
make it different from other existing practices, aim/s of them, methods used to achieve the 
aim etc.). If any, please provide the name of the practice. Explain why this kind of 
relationship industry-school can foster young people interest to STEM jobs. Please create 
as many boxes as necessary to describe each practice/initiative 
 

Practice /Initiative 1  

 
 
 
 

 
6. Aim/s of the practice/ initiative 
Please, from the following list of possible aims of the practice, assign a number from 1 to 4 
being 1 the main aim of the activity and 4 the less important or appropriate for it. Please, 
rate every aim. 

6.a) About Careers knowledge.  
The aim/s of the practice is: 

1 2 3 4 

Try to reduce the gap between the two worlds education 
and industry  

    

Make understandable the work performed by 
professionals in STEM 

    

Get to know the academic profile of the STEM 
professionals 

    

Intend to demystify the personal profile of the people 
with STEM careers (capabilities, skills, etc) 

    

Promote skills well appreciated in STEM jobs      

Improve the social (parents, media, friends, etc.) 
perception of STEM jobs and careers 

    

Make students aware of the possible creative and 
innovative tasks in the industry work 

    

 
 

6.b) Personality aspects for in careers’ choice 
The aim/s of the practice is to: 

1 2 3 4 

Facilitate that each student choose a career reflective of 
their interest 

    

Assist students to choose careers that match his/her 
personality to certain jobs 

    

Demonstrate different type of careers and the type of 
skills necessary for the corresponding jobs  

    

Propose scientific activities and situations where     
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students can realize their good capabilities to deal with 
them and don’t believe they exceed their coping 
capabilities 

Provide scenarios or situations for the identification of 
students with some type of STEM job (role playing) 

    

 
 

6.c) Content of the activity 
The aims/s of the practice is to: 

1 2 3 4 

Put students in situations where they can identify 
scientific issues possible to investigate 

    

Put students in situations where they can identify key 
features of a scientific investigation 

    

Make students to explain scientifically some phenomena 
or to interpret scientifically some phenomena or to apply 
knowledge 

    

Provide scenarios or situations where students should 
use scientific evidence to make conclusions 

    

Promote the analysis of real phenomena, technical 
reality 
(e.g. everyday objects produced in industries, 
technological processes, industrial projects, etc) 

    

Provide scenarios or situations in order students enjoy 
working with the activity proposed 

    

Provide scenarios or situations in order students 
understand some new idea or concept 

    

Amuse students with the activity in order they leave with 
a good attitude for the scientific issues. 

    

Stimulate critical thinking: questioning and proposing 
debates in teams 

    

 
 

6.d) Social perspective 
The aim/s of the practice is to: 

1 2 3 4 

Improve the image of industry related to environmental 
impact 

    

Improve the image of industry in relation with the 
expectative of personal growing, possibilities of having 
initiatives, etc. 

    

Show the awareness of social relevance, ethics or social 
responsibility of the work in the industry 

    

Foster girls and ethnic minorities into STEM jobs     

 
If the main objective of this specific practice is not listed above, please explain it. 
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7. Link between the practice and some STEM curricular subject(s 
students are developing in the school? 

YES   NO  

(In the case of a positive answer, please indicate with an ‘x’ the 
STEM subject(s) concerned) 

Physical sciences (e.g. Physics, Chemistry, 
Astronomy etc.) 

 

Life Sciences (e.g. Biology, health studies etc.)   

Computer Sciences (e.g. IT and Informatics)  

Technology  

Engineering  

Mathematics  

Other (please specify)  

 
In the case of negative answer, please provide the argument/s 

 
 

8. Approach of the practice 

Please, summarize with few words the pedagogical approach 
proposed for the practice carried out? 

 
 

 
9. Skills or competencies 

Please, write some skills or competencies that the practice intends to 
develop or promote 

 
 

 
10. Characteristics of the practice: 

10a) Institution or industry funding and promoting 
the practice 

 

 

10b) Where the practice takes place? Please, indicate with an ‘x’ the 
place  

In the School  

In the Industry  

Both, in the school and in industrial installation  

Virtual  

Out of the school  

Others  

 

10c) How long does the practice take? Please indicate with an ‘x’ the 
time scheduled for the practice 

1 hour  

Between 1 hour and half a day  

A whole day  
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Several days but less than a week  

One week  

Some weeks  

One trimester  

An academic year  

More than an academic year  

 

10d) Target group(s) (please indicate with an ‘x’ which of the 
following are target groups of this initiative) 

Students  

Teachers  

Industrialists/Business managers  

Parents/Families  

Ethnic minorities  

Girls/women   

Boys/men  

The elderly  

 
10e) Age-group of students (please indicate with an ‘x’ the age-
group(s) of students concerned: 

Pre-primary (1-4 years)  

Lower primary pupils (5-8 years)  

Upper primary pupils (8-11 years)  

Lower secondary students (11-14 years)  

Upper secondary students (14-16 years)  

Students aged 17 and above  

University students   

 

10f) Can the practice be customized to different 
students’ levels? 

Usually YES 

Usually NO 

 
 

 

10g) People participant in the initiative and their role 
(e.g. teachers, students, industrialists, parents, 
pensioners, etc.) 

 

  

10h) Additional information  
(e.g. Website addresses, references to relevant 
documentation etc.) 

 
 

 
 
11. Method of evaluation 
Please specify if any evaluation is planned or has been undertaken, and if so provide a short 
summary of the results and references to relevant material e.g. evaluation reports, survey analyses 
etc., indicating in which language they are available. 
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12. Difficulties to overcome:  
Please explain the main difficulties that needed to be overcome/will need to be overcome 
to implement the practice and to help promote or extend it. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
13. Additional information: 
If necessary, please add any other comment or information to what you have already provided 
above.  

 
 

 
If your institution or industry has implemented other practices, please, do not forget to fill 
the questionnaire for each of them. 
Thank you for the time and effort you have dedicated to filling in this questionnaire. The 
follow-up report consisting of a European comparative analysis based on your answers will 
be published and made available in January 2012. 
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ANNEX V. GRIDS OF ANALYSIS  (Q1) 
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ANNEX VI. GRIDS OF ANALYSIS (Q2) 
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ANNEX VII. CRITERIA FOR GOOD PRACTICES 
 
 
General education criteria 
 
1. Initiatives designed with clear goals and defined targets, able to be achieved.  

 Good fitting and comprehension between the objectives of the action and the action itself  
2. Initiatives in which evaluation forms an integral part  

 Practices with an integrated post-evaluation process of the obtained outcomes, comparison with 
proposed goals and improvement strategy 
3. Initiatives that are sustainable 
4. Initiatives that fit STEM curriculum 
 
STEM education criteria 
 
5. Activities focused on the achievement of scientific competencies (OCDE) 

 Contextualized activities  

 Critical thinking and creativity promotion  
6. Pedagogical approaches: work around questions or debates in teams, proposing open-ended 
questions, inquiry activities and modeling of scientific main ideas… 
 
7. Practices/Initiatives designed with previous understanding of the knowledge, skills and beliefs of the 
target audience 
 
8. Practices with a real engagement of the participants along the activity 
 
 
 
STEM career education criteria 
 
9. Initiatives focused on one of the main objectives that research studies tell us that can influence 
young people to take career-decision on STEM  

 Stimulate students to STEM school topics  

 Understand the role of the professionals on the STEM jobs  

 Perceive personal characteristics of STEM professionals  

 Improve the perception of the students and their social environment about  
o Social utility of the industrial products. 
o Social status of the professionals. 
o Social relevance (ethics and environmental issues) 
o Gender stereotypic career aspirations 
10. Agents carrying out the initiative with the students/teachers might be closely related to the industry 
  
11. Activity focused in specific topic (manufactured product, specific stage of a process…) in order to fill 
the gap between theory and practice 
 
12. Initiatives should count on expert advice  

 Teachers’ point of view (good adaptation to the reality of school) 

 Pedagogical experts (already existing knowledge about education)… 
 
13. Initiatives should be addressed to give support to the development of STEM skills 
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ANNEX VIII. DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
TERMINOLOGY 

 
After the first analysis of the data collected from National Platforms and policy makers, the 
terminology was revised and we propose the following definitions to be used along the work: 
 

Political strategy 
Decision of educational authorities / policy makers to increase 
school-industry partnership 

Practice  
(promoted by industry) 
 

Set of activities (exercises, experiments, debates…) addressed 
to a particular target group around some specific topic with the 
aim to increase school-industry partnership (only those in which at 
least one company is involved are considered) Policy action 

(promoted by policy makers) 

 
 

Those sharing a common pattern can be embraced in a single category 
 
 

Initiative 
Type of relationship established between a company and the 
educational world, usually addressed to a particular target group. 

 
 

 
 

A couple of examples that could help to better illustrate these definitions are given below: 
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One kind of initiative would be the elaboration by a company of teaching materials 
(booklets, power point presentations, etc.) to be used by teachers at school. A specific 
practice that would belong to this kind of initiative is ENERGY!, which consists on 
teaching materials about energy and climate, developed and produced by Twinstone-
Educatie in the framework of Jet-Net under the authority of Shell, and addressed to lower 
secondary students. Moreover, this particular practice is composed by several activities, 
such as two lessons to be taught at school and homework. 
 
A different kind of initiative would consist on a stay in a company doing experimental 
work. A policy action related to this initiative and promoted by the City of Edinburgh 
Council would be the Work Experience, addressed to pupils in S4 (15/16 years old) which 
are involved in a weeks work experience over a range of industries. In this case we do not 
have information about the particular activities that are performed during the experience, 
but an example could be the performance of laboratory work.  
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ANNEX IX. WP2 TASKS AND RELATION WITH 
OTHER PARTNERS 

 
The different tasks within WP2 require the involvement of all the ECB partners, although in 
different levels of participation. The interrelation of the work developed by the different 
partners is really high, and this determines the optimal performance of the WP, and in 
general of the ECB project. The following table details the contribution of all the ECB 
partners, together with the WP2 leader, to the different tasks in WP2: 
 

TASK 
DEADLI
NE 

TASK DESCRIPTION 

PARTNERS 
INVOLVED 
in addition to 
WP2 leader 

T2.1: Establishment 
of Observatory 
Methodology  
(M3-M6) 

M5 

During the meeting that took place 
in Barcelona, consensus with WP 
leaders and National Platforms 
(NPs) was reached about: 
Relevant elements for collecting 
the policy actions and practices. 
Criteria for characterizing and 
selecting good practices of 
education/industry cooperation in 
the field of MST implemented in 
Europe. 

WP leaders and 
NPs 

T2.2: 
Implementation of 
Observatory 
Methodology  
(M6-M24) 

M6-M9 
Piloting and refinement of the 
Questionnaires 1 and 2 with ECB 
partners’ feedback  

All ECB Partners 

M9 
 

Translation of both questionnaires 
to different languages in order to 
make easier their completeness by 
people with different linguistic 
competences. 

WP1 team 

M9 
 

Contact all the MoE to highlight the 
relevance of answering in great 
detail the Questionnaire 1 (Q1). 

WP1 team 

M9 
 

Distribution of the questionnaires 
Q1 and Q2 to the designers of 
education/industry cooperation 
activities. 

NPs 

M12 
Each partner provides at least 10 
examples of either policy actions or 
practices by means of Q1 and Q2. 

All ECB Partners 
* 

T2.6: Prepare M12 Collecting research and studies NPs 
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updated research 
reviews on STEM 
research in the 
relevant countries  
(M3-M36) 

from the existing literature on 
STEM education relevant to 
school-industry partnership and 
from key actors (such as National 
Platforms) involved at national 
level  
in school-industry practices 

T2.7: Produce an 
EU synthesis report  
(M10-M36) 

T2.5: Needs 
Analysis  
(M12-M36) 

M15 

Distribution of an online survey to 
the National teacher’s 
coordinators. This survey will try to 
identify successful and problematic 
issues in current school/business 
partnerships.  

WP3 team * 

M16 

An online survey will be hanged in 
the ECB platform to be answered 
by all the industrial partners. This 
survey will try to identify successful 
and problematic issues in current 
school/business partnerships.  

Industrial 
Partners * 

T2.3: Final 
summary report and 
recommendations  
(M18-M24) 

M18 

ECB partners provide success 
stories in the form of case studies 
and personal narratives to inspire 
teachers and policy makers. 

To be decided 

T2.4:  Establish a 
permanent system 
to feed in the 
observatory of 
practice repository  
(M24-M36) 

M12 

Discussion of a proposal made by 
WP2 team to reach an agreement 
about the implementation of the 
practice repository. 

WP4 team 

M24 
Implementation of an informatics 
system to enable the practice 
repository. 

WP4 team 

* In this particular task, the support of WP1 leader is essential to guarantee that all partners fulfil their commitments.  

 
 
The figure below illustrates the relation between the tasks in WP2 and the partners 
contributing to them:  
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As it is specified in the DoW, the two partners mainly involved in WP2 are UAB and EUN. 
UAB is in charge of leading the WP2 and of designing, elaborating and analyzing all the 
tools/elements/collected information/etc. needed for the performance of the whole WP. On 
the other hand, and since EUN is responsible for the management and has fluid 
communication with the other ECB partners, it plays a key role in ensuring that all the ECB 
partners involved in WP2 fulfill their committed tasks on time. 
 
Considering the already mentioned interrelation of the work developed by the different 
partners, the accomplishment of all the deadlines stipulated for the different subtasks, and 
stated in the previous table, is really important for the timing of the WP2 and of the whole 
project. 
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ANNEX X. NEEDS ANALYSIS 
 

In order to identify gaps and successful and problematic issues in current school/industry 
partnership a new analysis will be done from: 
 

 Information obtained with the Observatory of Practices. Three issues of the 
questionnaires Q1 and Q2 will be especially relevant: the aims intended to be covered, 
the expressed difficulties (“difficulties to overcome”) and the addressed target groups. 

 National Teachers’ coordinators involved in the ECB. The WP3 team will distribute 
an online survey (S1) to the teachers’ coordinators. In order to complete this survey, 
each of them will collect information from the national teachers having implemented 
school-industry practices.  

 Industrialists involved in the ECB. An online survey (S2) will be completed by 
industrialists involved in some school-industry practice in order to gather their point of 
view about this kind of collaboration. It will be distributed through the ECB platform 

 

A report, with the obtained results of such analysis, will be written and delivered to the 8 
National Platforms constituting the ECB Consortium. 
A workshop, organized by National Platforms participant in ECB, will allow the elicitation 
and discussion of the needs identified and the feasibility of school/industry partnerships 
from: 
 

 the research carried out by the Observatory of Practices 
 the online survey answered by the national teachers’ coordinators  
 the online survey answered by the industrial partners  
 

It is foreseen that, besides the coordinators of ECB, WP2 and WP3 teams, the attendants 
to the workshop will be: 
 15 National teachers’ coordinators  
 Industrial partners involved in the implementation of school-industry practices  
 Representatives of the National platforms 
 

It is expected that an outline of the guidelines for the optimal relationship of school/industry 
collaboration will be the main outcome of the workshop. It is also envisaged that the 
presentations of the different kind of initiatives and their demonstrated feasibility will help 
to fill the existing gaps identified in some countries.   
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WP2: Analysis from Q1 and Q2 

Teachers Industrial partners 

WP2: Analysis from S1 and S2 

National 
teachers’ 

coordinators 

 ECB 
platform 

 

WP2: Design surveys 

S1 S2 

  

 

  

 

 Document 
proposing 
guidelines 

NP: Workshop 

WP2: Preparatory report 

 


